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Abstract 
An experimental and theoretical investigation of the dynamics of turbulent fountains in 
homogeneous and stratified surroundings is presented. Experiments show that a dense fluid 
injected upwards into a lighter environment rises to an initial height above the source before 
the flow comes to rest and then reverses direction. The initial height is reduced to a final 
height as the upflow interacts turbulently with the subsequently formed downflow. The down-
flow then either spreads along the base of the tank or intrudes at an intermediate height in 
the environment. Whether basal or intermediate spreading occurs depends on the value of a 
dimensionless parameter, a, which is related to the strength of the ambient density stratifica-
tion and the fluxes of momentum and buoyancy at the source. It is shown that basal spreading 
occurs when a < Ge and intermediate intrusion occurs when a> Ge, where Ge is determined 
experimentally for axisymmetric and line fountains. , The initial, final and spreading heights of 
the fountain are measured as a function of a, and dimensional arguments are used in combina-
tion with experimental measurements to determine expressions for the fountain heights in the 
limits of a = 0 and a --+ oo. 
In an environment of finite extent, the continued addition of dense fluid upward through 
either a point or line source results in the spreading layer increasing in thickness. For a < Ge 
the density stratification that is established in the basal spreading layer is comparable to, or 
stronger than, the ambient density gradient. Conversely, the intermediate spreading layer that 
forms when a > Ge becomes almost homogeneous. Expressions are developed to quantify the 
motion of the ascending and descending fronts that mark the vertical extent of the spreading 
layer, and it is shown that an ambient density stratification has a negligible effect on the motion 
of these fronts. The motion of the ascending front does, however, depend on the fountain 
height, which increases as the environment becomes homogeneously mixed. The evolution 
of the ambient density profile from linearly stratified to homogeneous is accurately predicted 
using a numerical model. 
The turbulent mixing that occurs between the upflow and downflow of an axisymmetric 
vi 
vii 
fountain is examined theoretically for fountains in both homogeneous and stratified surround-
ings. The theoretical model quantifies the entrainment of ambient fluid into the fountain upflow, 
as well as the entrainment of fluid from both the upflow and the environment into the downflow. 
Four different variations of the model are considered, comprising the two most reasonable for-
mulations of the body forces acting on the 'double' structure and two formulations of the rate 
of entrainment between the flows. The best agreement between the calculated and experimen-
tally measured fountain properties is obtained when the rates of entrainment into the upflow 
and downflow are proportional to the velocity of the respective flows, and the buoyancy of 
the upflow is measured relative to the accelerating downflow. Similar theoretical models are 
also developed to describe line fountains in a stratified fluid with both symmetric and asym-
metric profiles. The results calculated from the symmetric model give better agreement with 
experimental measurements tha·n the results from the asymmetric model. 
Finally, the results of the experimental and theoretical investigation have been used to 
analyse two physical problems: the replenishment of magma chambers and the heating or 
cooling of a room. 
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Chapter 1 
Overview 
"The beginning of knowledge is the discovery of something we do not 
understand." 
Frank Herbert (1920 - 1986) 
American Author 
The fluid motions that are driven by buoyant convection are widespread and varied 
(Turner 1973). This investigation focuses on the dynamics of turbulent fountains 
- flows which are formed when heavy fluid is injected rapidly upwards into a 
lighter ambient fluid. Turbulent jets, plumes and fountains are introduced in § 1. 1, 
and some previous investigations into these flows are summarized in § 1.2. In § 1.3 
I present the aims of this investigation and outline the work presented in this thesis. 
1 
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1.1 Turbulent jets, plumes and fountains 
The cloud of smoke and ash from a volcanic eruption, the rise of cigarette smoke, sewerage 
outfalls and large scale ocean mixing are just a few manifestations of turbulent buoyant flows. 
These flows exhibit a variety of behaviours, depending on the momentum of the injected fluid 
and on any differences in density between the injected and ambient fluids. One feature that is 
common to all of these examples is that the shear between the flow and the environment leads 
to the formation of large eddies on the edge of the flow, which randomly engulf the ambient 
fluid, folding it into the flow where it is thoroughly mixed by turbulence at smaller scales. This 
mixing, or entrainment, of ambient fluid into the turbulent flow results in the volume flux in the 
flow increasing with distance from the source. The subsequent dynamics of the flow depend 
on any density differences between the two fluids and on the momentum of the injected fluid. 
Depending on the fluxes of buoyancy and momentum at the source, the flow is classified as 
either a jet, plume or fountain. 
A turbulent jet is a momentum-driven flow which arises when the source fluid is injected 
into an identical ambient fluid. In the absence of any density differences, the momentum flux 
of the flow remains constant, while the entrainment of ambient fluid increases the volume flux. 
If source fluid is released from rest into an ambient fluid of different density, the resulting 
buoyancy-driven flow is called a turbulent plume. The buoyancy forces acting on the flow 
result in an increase in the momentum flux with height while the entrainment of ambient fluid 
decreases the density difference between the plume and its surroundings. While a plume is a 
source of buoyancy only, a forced plume is driven by both momentum and buoyancy. If the 
momentum and buoyancy act in the same direction (when a lighter fluid is injected upwards 
into a heavy ambient fluid, for example), the flow undergoes a transition from the initial jet-
like flow to a plume-like flow at greater heights. When the initial momentum is opposed by the 
buoyancy force, the resulting flow is called a turbulent fountain. 
The turbulent fountains that are formed by injecting dense fluid upwards into a lighter 
environment experience a decrease in the density difference between the flow and environment 
due to the entrainment of lighter ambient fluid. At the same time, the opposing buoyancy 
causes the momentum flux to decrease until the flow eventually comes to rest. The heavy fluid 
then reverses direction and falls back around the central upflow. 
§ 1.2 Previous work 3 
1.2 Previous work 
Our current understanding of turbulent plumes and fountains has arisen from a series of 
theoretical and experimental investigations (table 1.1) which span the past forty years (detailed 
reviews are presented by Fischer et al. (1979), List (1982) and Turner (1973, 1986)). Most 
of the theoretical studies have relied on a basic assumption, first conceptualized by G .I. Taylor 
and published by Batchelor (1954), that quantifies the rate of entrainment of ambient fluid into 
the flow. This entrainment assumption - that the velocity with which ambient fluid is entrained 
into a turbulent flow at any height is proportional to a characteristic velocity of the flow at that 
height - first arose from dimensional considerations of a turbulent plume, but has been applied 
with equal success to other turbulent flows. 
Environment Plumes Fountains 
Unbounded Morton, Taylor & Turner (1956) Morton (1959a); Turner (1966) 
homogeneous 
Unbounded Morton, Taylor & Turner (1956) Morton (1959a); This study 
stratified 
Confined Baines & Turner (1969) Baines, Turner & Campbell (1990) 
homogeneous 
Confined Cardoso & Woods (1992) This study 
stratified 
Table 1.1: Some major contributions to the study of turbulent fountains and plumes . 
Taylor's entrainment assumption was extended in the pioneering work of Morton, Tay-
lor & Turner (1956) , which is the commonly stated starting point of this subject. They used 
the entrainment assumption to derive a set of entrainment equations which quantify the con-
servation of the fluxes of volume, momentum and buoyancy in a turbulent flow. Solutions 
of the equations were presented for plumes in both homogeneous and stratified environments 
(figure 1. la,b ). In a linearly stratified fluid, the solution of the entrainment equations quan-
tified the decreasing density difference between the plume fluid and the environment as the 
ambient den ity becomes lighter with height and the plume fluid becomes heavier due to the 
entrainment of ambient fluid. The density difference eventually vanishes at a height of neutral 
buoyancy, although the plume continues to rise some distance above this height. As the flow is 
now heavier than the environment, the momentum flux decreases until the rising fluid comes 
to rest. The plume fluid then falls back a small distance towards the source before intrud-
§1.2 Previous work 4 
ing laterally into the environment. Hence, while a plume
 rises indefinitely in homogeneous 
surroundings, the rise of the plume in a stratified fluid is res
tricted by the ambient density gra-
dient. To complement their theoretical analysis of plumes
 rising in an unbounded stratified 
environment, Morton et al. (1956) also performed some experiments in w
hich fresh water was 
released into a large tank of stratified salt water. These ex
perimental results were combined 
with a dimensional argument to give expressions for both th
e terminal height of the plume and 
the height of intrusion. 
Morton (1959a) then continued to extend the work of Morton et al. (1956
) to include a the-
oretical analysis of forced plumes, of which turbulent fount
ains are one example (figure l. lc ). 
He used the entrainment equations to quantify the dynamics
 of the dense fluid injected upwards 
into both homogeneous and stratified surroundings. Howe
ver, these equations are only valid 
until the velocity of the first element of fluid in the flow is re
duced to zero at the initial fountain 
height. To investigate the flow after the fluid has reversed di
rection, laboratory experiments are 
needed. Experiments in a homogeneous environment (Turner 1966) show
ed that the turbulent 
interactions between the upflow and downflow restrict the r
ise of any further fluid and thus im-
mediately reduce the initial fountain height to a smaller fina
l height. This observed final height 
was related to the momentum and buoyancy fluxes at the so
urce using dimensional arguments, 
and the relevant constant was found experimentally. 
In each of the studies discussed so far, only the initial flow w
as investigated. In the numer-
ous situations where these turbulent flows arise, however, th
e presence of confining boundaries 
results in the accumulation of source fluid in the environm
ent. This addition of fluid causes 
the ambient density profile, and hence the dynamics of the 
flow, to evolve with time. The flow 
of a plume into a confined region containing an initially hom
ogeneous fluid was first analysed 
by Baines & Turner (1969). They determined the changes to the environm
ental density profile 
as progressively lighter plume fluid arrives at the roof of th
e container and spreads laterally to 
form a stratified layer of increasing thickness (figure 1. ld). These plum
e filling box models 
were developed for plumes from both point and line source
s. Similar filling box models have 
since been applied to axisymmetric plumes in an initially 
stratified fluid (Cardoso & Woods 
1993) (figure I.le) and to fountains in initially homogeneous surroundings
 (Baines et al. 1990) 
(figure l. lf). 
The fountain filling box models developed by Baines et al. (1990) describe t
he flow of a 
§ 1. 2 Previous work 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 1.1: Illustrations of the turbulent plumes and fountains that have been investigated in the past: 
(a) plume in an unbounded homogeneous fluid (Morton et al. 1956), (b) plume in an unbounded strati-
fied fluid (Morton et al. 1956), ( c) fountain in an unbounded homogeneous fluid (Morton 1959a; Turner 
1966), (d) plume in a confined homogeneous fluid (Baines & Turner 1969), (e) plume in a confined 
stratified fluid (Cardoso & Woods 1993) and (f) fountain in a confined homogeneous fluid (Baines et al. 
1990). 
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dense fluid injected into a confined homogeneous region through both axisy
mmetric and line 
sources. After the fountain has reached a final height, the d
ense layer that forms as the down-
flow reaches the base spreads laterally until it is restricted b
y the walls. As the flow continues, 
the fountain begins to re-entrain fluid from the dense laye
r at the base and, consequently, the 
density of the falling fluid reaching the base continually in
creases. A density stratification is 
therefore established within the layer as it increases in thic
kness. 
1.3 Aims and outline 
The aim of this thesis is to explore the dynamics of turbulen
t fountains in homogeneous and 
stratified surroundings. I begin by focusing on the effects 
of an ambient density stratification 
on the fountain dynamics. In chapter 2, I present an exper
imental investigation into turbulent 
fountains in an unbounded stratified fluid. This work is 
extended in chapter 3 to consider 
the effect of confining boundaries on the evolution of the
 flow and the environment. Then, 
in chapter 4, I develop theoretical models of axisymmetri
c and line fountains. In chapter 5, 
I quantitatively apply this research to fountains of hot o
r cold air in buildings, and to the 
behaviour of fountains of magma in magma chambers. Fi
nally in chapter 6, I summarize the 
work presented here and discuss some possible areas of fut
ure research. 
Most of the research presented here has either been publish
ed or is under review. Chapter 2 
constitutes Bloomfield & Kerr (1998), chapter 3 is reproduced from Bloo
mfield & Kerr (1999a) 
and the study in chapter 4 forms the basis for Bloomfield &
 Kerr (1999b ). 
Chapter 2 
Turbulent Fountains in an Unbounded 
Stratified Fluid 
"Observation and theory get on best when they are mixed together, 
both helping one another in the pursuit of truth. 
It is a good rule not to put overmuch confidence in a theory until 
it has been confirmed by observation." 
Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington ( 18 82-1944) 
English Astronomer and Physicist 
In this chapter, I describe an experimental and theoretical study of turb
ulent foun-
tains entering an unbounded stratified fluid through both point and line
 sources. A 
qualitative description of the flow of both axisymmetric and line fount
ains is pre-
sented in §2. 1. In §2.2, I present the experimental and theoretical techniques, the-
oretical arguments and experimental results for axisymmetric fountains
. A similar 
study of line fountains is then outlined in §2.3. The main results and conclusions 
of this study are summarised in §2.4. 
7 
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2.1 Qualitative observations 
Axisymmetric turbulent fountains are produced in the laboratory by injecting dense fluid 
upwards through a small nozzle into a tank containing a stably stratified fluid. The environ-
mental fluid is entrained into the initial upflow, increasing the fountain radius (figure 2. la), 
and decreasing the density of the fountain fluid. The momentum of the rising fluid is reduced 
by the opposing buoyancy force until the flow first comes to rest at an initial height above the 
source. The downflow which forms after this point continues to mix with the environment 
while also interacting turbulently with the upflow. This interaction restricts the rise of further 
fluid and therefore reduces the initial fountain height to a final value about which there are 
random fluctuations on the scale of 5 - 10% of the fountain height. 
The final density of the downflow depends on the strength of the ambient stratification. In a 
homogeneous environment the falling fluid always remains denser than the ambient, so the flow 
must spread along the base of the tank (Turner 1966; Baines et al. 1990). However, when the 
density of the source fluid is the same as that at the base of a stable gradient, any entrainment of 
ambient fluid must reduce the density of the downflow to equal that in the environment at some 
intermediate height. At this point, the flow still has some downward momentum, so a small 
overshoot is observed before it intrudes into the environment (figure 2.1 b ). The thickness of 
the resulting outflow is comparable to the spreading height near the fountain axis but quickly 
becomes thinner with increasing radial distance (figure 2.lc). These two types of fountain 
behaviour - in a homogeneous fluid and in a stratified fluid with a zero buoyancy flux at the 
source - represent the two limiting cases in this study of fountains in a stratified fluid. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 2.1: Photographs of an axisymmetric fountain where the density of the input fluid is equal to 
that at the base of the environment, the input volume flux is 4.5 x 10-5 m3 s-1 and the density gradient 
is 0.3 kg m-4• (a) The flow rises initially as a jet, entraining smrnunding fluid (t = 3 s), until it reaches 
an initial height. (b) After reaching the initial height, the falling fluid intrudes into the environment 
(t = 10 s). (c) A layer forms as fluid continues to intrude at the same height (t = 23 s). 
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Qualitatively similar behaviour is observed when the dense fluid is injected through a slot, 
or line source. Just after starting the flow, the injected fluid rises through the environment until 
first coming to rest at an initial height. Depending on the strength of the stratification, the 
falling fluid may again either spread along the base or intrude into the environment at a height 
of neutral buoyancy (figure 2.2a). The thickness of this intruding layer once more decreases 
with increasing distance from the axis of the flow. The profile of a line fountain oscillates 
randomly between an asymmetric (figure 2.2a) and symmetric (figure 2.2b) profile. During 
the intervals in which the downflow is deflected to one side of the upflow, a corresponding 
decrease in the final fountain height is observed. These additional instabilities were also seen 
in a homogeneous environment (Baines et al. 1990), although the fluctuations appear to be 
reduced in the present case, resulting in a more stable fountain. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2: Photographs of a line fountain where the density of the input fluid equals that at the 
base of the tank, the input volume flux per unit length is 8.8 x 10-5 m2 s- 1 and the density gradient 
is 0.06 kgm-4. (a) After the fluid starts to intmde into the environment, the fountain profile may be-
come asymmetric (t = 30 s). When this occurs, the fountain height decreases. (b) The fountain fluctuates 
randomly between an asymmetric and a symmetric profile (t = 50 s). 
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2.2 Axisymmetric fountains 
In this section I present the analysis for axisymmetric fountains. In §2.2.1, I outline the 
experimental apparatus and techniques, before introducing the theoretical framework in §2.2.2. 
Experimental results are presented for three cases: a homogeneous fluid (§2.2.3), a stratified 
fluid in which the density of the source fluid equals that at the base of the stratification (§2.2.4), 
and the general case where the source fluid is denser than any fluid in the environment (§2.2.5). 
2.2.1 Experimental techniques 
The setup used in these experiments is illustrated in figure 2.3. The fountains were pro-
duced in an acrylic tank 38 cm x 38 cm in internal cross section and 80 cm deep, which was 
filled to a depth of approximately 25 cm. The ambient linear density gradient was established 
with NaCl solutions using the double bucket method (Oster 1965). The fluid densities were 
measured by refractometry to within 0.1 %, giving a relative error in the density gradient of 
approximately 1 %. 
stirrer 
camera 
D] 
flow meter 
._ 
._ .c 
l? 
.-~ 
,;l 
@ 
~ a.. 
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Figure 2.3: The experimental setup used in this investigation. 
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The source fluid was placed in a 20 l container which was raised 1.5 m higher than the 
main tank. The flow rate resulting from this gravitational head was adjusted with a valve and 
measured with a flow meter to an accuracy of 1 - 4%. The source fluid was injected upwards 
from the base of the tank through a tube with an 8.8 mm inner diameter. 
The flows were observed using the shadowgraph method, in which parallel light incident 
on one side of the tank projects an image of the flow onto the opposite side. As the refractive 
index of the fluid is almost linearly dependent on its density, a non-zero third derivative of the 
density profile results in shadows being produced in the image (Merzkirch 1974). This method 
therefore makes the turbulence in the flow, and hence the fountain structure, clearly visible. The 
shadowgraph projections of the flows were recorded on video, allowing the fountain heights 
to be measured to within 0.5 cm (2 - 5% of the fountain height), and an average value of the 
fluctuating final height to be fou'nd over a period of time. 
In preliminary experiments, the flow from the source was observed to be laminar for the 
first 2 - 3 cm, so thin wire crosshairs were introduced within the tube to induce turbulence. 
One set of 0.5 mm diameter crosshairs was positioned 3 mm from the tube outlet and the sec-
ond set aligned and placed 44 mm further along the tube. The effect of these crosshairs was 
determined quantitatively by performing an experiment with a weakly buoyant jet in a homo-
geneous environment (Baines et al. 1990). The injected source fluid rose until it impinged on 
the free surface before spreading laterally towards the tank walls. The horizontal boundary, or 
front, which separated this fluid layer from the ambient then descended through the environ-
ment as more fluid from below it was entrained into the upflow and added to the layer above 
(as in the plume filling box model described in§ 1. 1). The motion of this boundary (see §3.2.1 
for the derivation) is given by 
Zd ZHe-2a(1tM0)1 f2t/A 
ZHe-2a.Qot/(Are) 
' 
(2.1) 
where Zd is the height of the front above the virtual point source, ZH is the height at which the 
fluid initially spreads out along the free surface, a= 0.076 ± 0.004 (List 1982a) is the entrain-
ment co-efficient for an axisymmetric jet, t is the time, A is the cross sectional area of the tank 
and re is the effective source radius. The momentum flux at the source, PiMo (where Pi is the 
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density of the source fluid) is related to the volume flux at the source, Q0 , by M0 = Q;/ ( nr;). 
For fully turbulent flow, re is equal to the measured source radius, r0 = 4.4 mm, while in lam-
inar flow, re = -/3r0 /2 = 3.8 mm. Equation (2.1) quantifies the flow originating from a point 
source, while experimental flows arise from a real source with a finite radius. The position of 
the virtual source, Zv, is determined by noting that when the heights in (2.1) are measured above 
Zv, a plot of ln(zd) against time should be linear. The location of Zv was therefore obtained by 
varying its assumed location until, when Zv = 1.0 ± 0.25 cm, the plot of the measured values of 
ln(zd) against time resulted in a straight line (figure 2.4). Then, from the slope of this line, the 
effective source radius was found to be re = 4.16 ± 0.23 mm. The conclusion was therefore 
reached that the cross hairs have significantly increased the turbulence at the source. 
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Figure 2.4: The position of the front formed by an axisymmetric jet in a homogeneous environment. 
The squares represent heights measured above the base of the tank, while the circles are the heights 
above the virtual point source which is located 1 cm below the base of the tank. From the slope of the 
line, the effective source radius was found to be re = 4.16 mm. 
Morton (1959a) showed that the lower part of a fountain is not significantly different from 
that of a jet, even with a density difference between the source and environmental fluid. Hence, 
for these experiments in which the flow in the region between the virtual and actual sources 
remains jet-like, the values of re and Zv can be assumed to remain invariant. 
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2.2.2 Theoretical techniques 
Dimensional analysis represents a powerful tool for solving mixing problems in fluid me-
chanics. The aim in using this approach is to find an appropriate group of variables to non-
dimensionalise a property of the flow (e.g. length, velocity, buoyancy). The use of dimen-
sionless variables then allows the same quantitative analysis to be applied to flows on different 
scales and in different media. 
In a turbulent fountain, the only physical quantities of importance are the velocity of the 
fluid, u, the radius ( or half width) of the flow, b, the density of the source fluid, Pi, the ambient 
density at the level of the source, p0 , the magnitude of the density gradient, dp/dz (where p 
is the ambient density at a height z above the source) and the gravitational acceleration, g. 
The convection is driven by density differences between the flow and environment, which are 
quantified by the reduced gravity or buoyancy, ~ = g(pi - p) / p0 , and the buoyancy frequency, 
N = ( ( - g / p0 ) ( dp /dz)) 112 . The density differences give rise to a specific buoyancy flux: 
F(z) = lab 2nrt.(r,z)u(r,z)dr, (2.2) 
the buoyancy forces affect the specific momentum flux: 
M(z) = lab 2nru2(r,z)dr, (2.3) 
and the entrainment of ambient fluid into the fountain increases the specific volume flux: 
Q(z) = lab 2nru(r,z)dr. (2.4) 
In a stratified environment, the radial distributions of velocity and buoyancy (u(r) and ~(r)) are 
replaced by average, top hat profiles, in which the quantity is constant throughout the flow and 
zero outside (Morton 1959b). The fluxes of buoyancy, momentum and volume are therefore 
F = nb2u~, M = nb2u2 and Q = nb2u, respectively. 
The main feature of interest in an unbounded environment is the height of the foun-
tain. Hence, a length scale is sought which is based on the buoyancy frequency, the spe-
cific momentum flux at the source, M 0 = nr;u;, and the specific buoyancy flux at the source, 
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F0 = 1tr;u0 ti0 = !i0 Q0 , where u0 is the flow velocity through the source, and ~o = g(pi - p0 ) / Po 
is the buoyancy of the source fluid as it enters the tank. 
2.2.3 Homogeneous fluid 
In a homogeneous fluid (N = 0), the fountain properties depend on M 0 and F0 . The fountain 
heights are therefore quantified in terms of the length scale M;14 F0- 112 (Turner 1966), so that 
_ CM3/4F,-1 /2 z- 0 0 , (2.5) 
where the constant C is different for the initial and final heights (Ci and c1, respectively). A 
number of investigators have measured Ci and Cf under a variety of conditions ( table 2.1). The 
most extensive measurements of the fountain height were presented by Baines et al. (1990), 
who obtained a value of c1 = 1.85 ± 0.25 (where I have estimated the error from their exper-
imental data). This data set included some experiments made previously by Turner (1966), in 
which the ratio of the initial to final fountain height was found to be C/Ct = 1.43. Combining 
these two results gives an estimate of Ci= 2.65 ± 0.36 for the initial fountain height. Some 
measurements of the final fountain height were made by Mizushina et al. (1982), who ob-
tained a value of c1 = 1.76 ± 0.15 (where I have once again estimated the error from their data 
set). Some other investigations (e.g. McDougall (1981), Lindberg (1994)) also give values of 
Cf, but these studies do not carefully document the source conditions such as the position of 
the virtual source and the effective source radius. The variation in the reported values of Cf, 
and the limited measurements of Ci motivated me to perform further experiments. 
Zi ZJ reference 
2.65 ± 0.36 1.85 ± 0.25 Turner (1966), Baines et al. (1990) 
1.76 ± 0.15 Mizushina et al. (1982) 
2.32 ± 0.08 1.70±0.17 this study 
Table 2.1: Dimensionless values of the initial and final fountain heights in a homogeneous fluid that 
were measured in several experimental investigations. 
Nine experiments were performed to determine the values of Ci and Cf. In these experi-
ments, Q0 was varied between (9 - 36) x 10-6 m3 s- 1 and £10 was in the range 0.08 - 0.42 m s-2 . 
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The measured initial and final heights of the fountain above the virtual source are plotted 
against the length scale, M;14F0- 11
2 in figure 2.5. Straight lines constrained to pass through the 
origin were fitted using a least sqaures method. The slopes of these lines give values, within 
two standard deviations, of Ci= 2.32±0.08 and Cf= 1.70±0.17. 
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Figure 2.5: Experimental measurements of the initial (• ) and final (~ ) heights of an axisymmetric 
fountain in a homogeneous fluid , plotted against the length scale, M~
14F0- 112 . 
Both my measurements and those of Mizushina et al. (1982) are somewhat lower than the 
results of Baines et al. (1990), although they do lie within the range of experimental scatter. 
For the purposes of this study, average values of C; = 2. 49 ± 0 .18 and Cf = 1. 77 ± 0 .11 are 
used. 
2.2.4 Zero buoyancy flux at the source 
In the limiting case when the density of the source fluid is equal to the density of the 
ambient fluid at the base of the tank (F0 = 0), the flow depends only on the momentum flux at 
the source and the buoyancy frequency. Dimensional arguments indicate that the only length 
scale that can be obtained from a combination of these parameters is M ;
14N - 112 (Fischer et al. 
1979). The initial fountain height, Zi, the final height, ZJ, and the spreading height, Zs, must all 
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up and down flows takes place over a shorter distance, leading to less reduction of the initial 
height. 
2.2.5 Non-zero buoyancy flux at the source 
The fountain behaviour in this general case depends on M 0 , F0 and N. As there is no 
unique length scale, an expression for the three heights is written in terms of the length scale 
for a homogeneous environment: 
Z = f( a)M3/4F,-I/2 0 0 • (2.7) 
The dimensionless parameter, cr, has previously been introduced by Fischer et al. (1979) and 
is defined by 
a= M;N2 
F2 . 
0 
(2.8) 
The effect of the density gradient is therefore included in the unknown f (a), which is different 
for the three heights. 
An understanding of the physical significance of cr can be gained by writing it in an alter-
native form, 
a= -reFr(dp/dz) 
(pi-Po)/Fr' 
where the Froude number is defined by 
Fr= Uo/ (re~o) 1/2. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
In a homogeneous environment, both a dimensionless fountain height, z1/re, and the volume 
of environmental fluid entrained into the fountain depend linearly on Fr (Baines et al. 1990). 
Hence, the numerator in (2.9) is a measure of the ambient density variation over the fountain 
height, while the denominator is a measure of the final density difference between the fountain 
and ambient fluids. The parameter cr therefore quantifies the relative magnitudes of the two 
buoyancy effects that control the behaviour of the fountain. 
To determine the form of/( cr) for the three heights, twenty-four experiments were per-
formed using values of Q0 between (11 - 45) x 10-6 m3 s- 1, ~o between 0.01 - 0.53 m s-2
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Figure 2.7: Dimensionless heights of an axisymmetric fountain showing the asymptotic results along 
with the simple analytical functions given in (2.13) and (2.14). (a) Initial height: as CT • 0, j(CT) = 2.49 
(§2.2.3), and as CT • 00 , j (CT) = 3.25CT-l/4 (§2.2.4). (b) Final height: as CT • 0, j(CT) = 1.77 (§2.2.3), 
and as CT • 00 , j (CT) = 3.00CT-l/4 (§2.2.4). 
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Figure 2.8: Ratio of the initial to final height of an axisymmetric fountain showing the decrease in the 
ratio as the spreading height increases. 
the base of the tank, M;N2 is plotted against F} (figure 2.10). The data corresponding to an 
intermediate spreading height is represented by open circles while filled circles indicate basal 
spreading. The slope of the line which separates these two regimes of behaviour is equal to <Jc , 
giving <Jc = 5.0 ± 0.1. 
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Figure 2.9: Dimensionless spreading height of an axisymmetric fountain as a function of cr showing 
the transition to the asymptotic behaviour for large cr, where f ( cr) = 1.530--1/ 4 (§2.2.4 ). 
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Figure 2.10: The conditions for experiments with an intermediate spreading height ( o) and those in 
which spreading occurs along the base (•)are separated by the plotted line which has a slope of 5.0. 
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2.3 Line fountains 
This investigation of line fountains uses the same techniques as those described in §2.2 for 
axisymmetric fountains. The experimental techniques are outlines in §2.3.1. In §2.3.2, I outline 
the results in a homogeneous fluid, in §2.3.3, the results are presented for a line fountain with 
a zero buoyancy flux at the source, with the general results given in §2.3.4. 
2.3.1 Experimental techniques 
To investigate the flow from a line source, the same tank used previously by Baines et al. 
(1990) was employed. This acrylic tank, which was 120 cm x 8 cm in internal cross section 
and 60 cm deep, was filled to a depth of approximately 40 cm. Two rolls of wire mesh were 
placed in the ends of the tank to act as damping screens. These were necessary to prevent the 
formation of a mixed layer in the environment as a result of the deflection of the spreading 
layer as it reached the tank walls (Baines et al. 1990). The source, which was located centrally 
on the base of the tank and perpendicular to its length, consisted of a circular pipe of 4 mm 
inner diameter with 31 holes of 0.6 mm diameter spaced evenly along its length. The initial 
three dimensional flow from these holes should coalesce to two dimensional flow at a height of 
approximately 1.5 cm above the source (Crapper 1977). This prediction is in agreement with 
experimental observations, which indicate a transition at 1 - 2 cm above the outlet of the holes. 
In order to conserve momentum flux dming this transition, the equivalent slot area must be 
equal to the total effective area of the holes, and therefore depends on the velocity profile at the 
source. Fully turbulent flow would give an area equal to the total measured area of the holes, 
resulting in a slot half-width of 54.8 µm. The corresponding result for laminar flow indicates 
a slot half-width of¾ x 54.8 µm = 45.7 µm. As for the axisymmetric fountain, the momentum 
flux per unit length at the source, m0 , is not measured directly, but is related to the volume flux 
per unit length at the source, q0 by m 0 = q~/2b0 • A value of the effective slot half-width, b0 , 
was again determined by performing an experiment with a weakly buoyant jet. The elevation 
of the resulting descending front, Zd, is given by 
2 ) 1/ 2 
1/ 2 _ 1/ 2 _ ( qoa t 
zd - ZH 2boL2 ' 
(2.15) 
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where a= 0.074 ± 0.004 (List 1982a) is the two dimensional jet entrainment coefficient and 
Lis the length of the tank (see §3.3.1 for the derivation of (2.15)). The square root of the 
measured elevation of the descending front is plotted against time in figure 2.11, showing the 
transition from the three dimensional flow at small heights to the linear relationship in the 
two dimensional regime. From the slope of the line, the effective half-width of the slot is 
determined to be b0 = 46.5 ± 2.2 µm. This value indicates that the flow is virtually laminar 
at the source. The virtual source was found to coincide with the top of the nozzle, so that all 
heights in this and subsequent experiments were measured above the outlet of the holes, which 
were located a distance of Ze = 1.4 cm above the base of the tank. 
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Figure 2.11: The position of the front formed by a line jet in a homogeneous environment, showing the 
transition from three dimensional flow to two dimensional flow at a height of 2 cm above the source. 
From the slope of the solid line, the effective half-width of the slot was found to be b0 = 46.5 ± 2.2 µm. 
2.3.2 Homogeneous fluid 
In a homogeneous fluid, a dimensional argument leads to the expression 
Z = cmof;2/3 (2.16) 
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for the fountain heights, where f 0 = 13,.0 q0 is the specific buoyancy flux per unit length at the 
source. Initial experiments that were performed in order to verify the results of Baines et 
al. (1990) showed significant deviation from the previously measured constants, c. Conse-
quently, I performed 12 experiments in a homogeneous fluid, with the volume flux in the 
range (5 - 22) x 10-5 m2 s- 1 and the buoyancy between 0.06 - 1.0 m s-2 . From the results 
shown in figure 2.12, the constants, c, were found within an error of two standard deviations to 
be Ci= 1.26±0.14 (for the initial height), Cfs = 0.95 ±0.15 (for the final symmetric height) 
and c fa = 0. 72 ± 0.05 (for the final asymmetric height) . These constants differ significantly 
from the values of Ci= 1.69, CJs = 1.3 and CJa = 1.04 which were determined by Baines et al. 
(1990). The discrepancies are believed to be due to Baines et al. (1990) inadvertantly using 
the external tank width to quantify q0 • When the corrections for the tank width are made, the 
results of Baines et al. (1990) agree, to within experimental errors, with those determined here. 
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Figure 2.12: Experimental measurements of the initial (•), final symmetric (•) and final asymmetric 
(6) heights of a line fountain in a homogeneous fluid, plotted against the length scale m0 J;;
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2.3.3 Zero buoyancy flux at the source 
In the special case of a zero buoyancy flux at the source, the initial, final and spreading 
heights of a line fountain take the form 
z = c m~/3 N-2/3 
' 
(2.17) 
where c is an unknown constant. 
Eight experiments were performed with q0 in the range (3.2 - 10.1) x 10-5 m2 s-
1 and N 
in the range 0.4- 1.4 s- 1 . Figure 2.13 shows the experimental measurements of the initial, 
final and spreading heights as a function of m~/
3 N-2/ 3 . Two values of the final fountain height 
are plotted; those measured during the periods when the fountain profile was symmetric, Zfs, 
and asymmetric, ZJa· The straight lines fitted through the data points confirm the linear rela-
tionship in (2.17), and the constants are found within an error of two standard deviations to 
be Ci = 2.46 ± 0.08, c fs = 2.43 ± 0.20, c fa = 2.27 ± 0.20 and Cs = 1.07 ± 0.05 for the initial, 
final symmetric, final asymmetric and spreading heights respectively. 
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Figure 2.13: Experimental measurements of the initial (•) , final symmetric (A), final asymmetric (6) 
and spreading ( •) heights of a line fountain in a stratified fluid with a zero buoyancy flux at the source, 
plotted against the length scale m~/3 N-213. 
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In some experiments, the large fluctuations in the final symmetric height resulted in an 
average value that was greater than the initial height of the fountain. Hence, while most indi-
vidual measurements indicate that the initial height is reduced by a small amount to the final 
value, the difference between Ci and c fs is not statistically significant. A similar result is found 
for the final fountain heights, where the large fluctuations in the symmetric and asymmetric 
heights result in values of cf s and c fa that do not differ significantly. These results contrast the 
measurements made in a homogeneous environment (§2.3.2), where Cfs is 25% less than ci, 
and Cfa is a further 25% lower than Cfs· The small differences between the initial, symmetric 
final and asymmetric final heights measured in a stratified fluid occur for the same reason as 
was discussed in §2.2.4 for axisymmetric fountains, where the effect of intermediate intrusion 
reduces the distance over which the up and down flows interact and the smaller downflow 
velocity has less effect on the upflow. 
2.3.4 Non-zero buoyancy flux at the source 
In this general case, the fountain heights take the form 
z = f( a* )m -r-213 0 ) 0 , 
where the dimensionless parameter, cr*, is defined by 
a*= m;N2 f; . 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
To determine the form off( a*) for the three heights, twenty experiments were performed 
using values of q0 between (3.3 - 10.4) x 10-5 m2 s- 1, ~ o between 0.02 - 1.9 m s-
2 and N 
between 0.17 - 1.4 s- 1. In figure 2.14(a), the dimensionless initial height, m--;
1 j;1\, is plotted 
with the known asymptotic limits: 
{ 
1.26 
fi(a*) = 2.46cr*-1/3 a* > 30 
a* < 0.4 (§2.3.2) 
(§2.3.3) 
(2.20) 
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as well as the simple analytical function 
Ji( cr*) = ( 1.26-3 + 2.46-3cr*r l/3. (2.21) 
Figure 2.14(b) shows the dimensionless final heights measured when the fountain profile 
was both symmetric and asymmetric, along with the asymptotic limits for the symmetric final 
height: 
fJ( cr*) = { 
0.95 cr* < 0.4 
2.43cr*- 1/ 3 cr* > 100 
and the analytical function for the symmetric final height, 
(§2.3.2) 
(§2.3.3) 
ft(cr*) = (0.95-3 +2.4r3cr*rl/3. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
The experimental results approach to within 5% of the limit for large values of cr* at 
cr* ~ 30 for the initial height and at cr* ~ 100 for the final symmetric height. For both heights, 
the deviation between the experimental results and the predicted homogeneous limit only falls 
to 5% at cr* ~ 0.4. 
The dimensionless spreading height is plotted in figure 2.15(c), showing a rapid transition 
from a zero spreading height to a maximum inf ( cr*) at cr:n ~ 10- 20. Unlike the axisymmetric 
fountain, cr:n does not correspond to the value of cr* at which the asymptotic limit for a zero 
buoyancy flux at the source becomes valid. A value of cr~ is found from the graph of m;N
2 
against J; to be cr~ = 6.0 ± 0.1 (figure 2.15). 
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Figure 2.14: Dimensionless heights of a line fountain showing the asymptotic results along with the 
simple analytical functions for the initial and final heights given in (2.21) and (2.23). (a) Initial height: 
as 0* --+ 0, f( 0*) = 1.26 (§2.3.2) and as 0* --+ 00 , J ( 0*) = 2.460*- 1/ 3 (§2.3.3). (b) Symmetric (A) 
and asymmetric (6) final height with the asymptotic results for the symmetric height: as 0* --+ 0, 
f (0 *) = 0.95 (§2.3.2) and as 0* --+ 00 , f(0*) = 2.430*- 1/ 3 (§2.3.3). (c) Spreading height: as 0* --+ =, 
f( 0*) = 1.070*- 1/ 3 (§2.3.3). 
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Figure 2.15: The conditions for experiments with an intermediate spreading height ( o) and in which 
spreading occurs along the base ( •) are separated by the plotted line which has a slope of 6.0. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
I have presented an experimental and theoretical study of the behaviour of turbulent foun-
tains in an unbounded stratified environment. In both axisymmetric and line fountains there 
are two distinct regimes of behaviour. In the limit of a zero buoyancy flux at the source, the 
intrusion of the falling fluid occurs at an intermediate height in the environment. When the 
density difference between the input fluid and the environment is sufficiently large, spreading 
occurs along the base of the tank and the qualitative behaviour approaches that observed in a 
homogeneous environment. The conditions for which the experimental results approach these 
asymptotic limits were found in terms of a dimensionless parameter, cr, introduced previously 
by Fischer et al. (1979) and whose physical significance has been discussed. The transition 
from an intermediate spreading height to intrusion along the base occurred at a critical value 
of <Jc = 5.0 ± 0.1 for an axisymmetric fountain and cr~ = 6.0 ± 0.1 for a line fountain. The 
point at which the dimensional arguments for a zero buoyancy flux at the source become valid 
coincided approximately with a maximum in the spreading height at <Jm ~ 40 - 60 for the 
axisymmetric fountain. In line fount~ins, the maximum in the spreading height at cr~ ~ 10 
occurred before the transition at cr* ~ 100 to the asymptotic behaviour expected for large cr*. 
Chapter 3 
Turbulent Fountains in a Confined 
Stratified Fluid 
"The scientist is a practical man and his are practical aims. 
He does not seek the ultimate but the proximate. 
He does not speak of the last analysis but rather of the next 
approximation." 
G. N. Lewis (1875 - 1946) 
American Physical Chemist 
When turbulent fountains arise in the world around us, the continuation of the flow 
into a region of finite extent eventually results in the accumulation of source fluid 
in the environment. In this chapter, I develop a stratified fountain filling box model 
to quantify the time evolution of both the fountain and the ambient density profile. 
I begin in §3.1 by qualitatively describing the evolution of both axisymmetric and 
line fountains. In §3.2, the theoretical analysis is presented and compared with 
experimental measurements of axisymmetric fountains. A similar study is then 
outlined for line fountains in §3.3. The results and conclusions are summarized in 
§3.4. 
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3.1 Qualitative observations 
The behaviour and evolution of a fountain in a confined environment depend critically on 
whether intermediate or basal spreading occurs, and hence varies as <J increases from <J = 0 
(homogeneous fluid) to cr • 00 (zero buoyancy flux at the base of a stratified fluid). In a 
homogeneous environment, the falling fluid reaches the base of the tank where it spreads as a 
thin layer until restricted by the walls (Baines et al. 1990). The density discontinuity at the 
top of the layer, the ascending front , rises as ambient fluid from above it is entrained into the 
downflow. As the layer increases in thickness, the dense fluid that has accumulated below the 
front is re-entrained back into the downflow of the fountain. Consequently, all subsequent fluid 
arrives at the base of the tank even denser, and a weak, stable density gradient is established in 
the environment below the front. The presence of the dense layer reduces the density difference 
between the source fluid and its immediate environment, and thus causes the fountain height 
to rise. However, the ascending front rises faster than the fountain height, so that, eventually, it 
overtakes the top of the fountain. After this point, the fountain interacts only with the stratified 
layer, and the rise of the front is controlled only by the rate at which source fluid is added. 
In a weakly stratified environment with a sufficiently large buoyancy flux at the source, 
the downflow still spreads along the base and the subsequent behaviour is qualitatively similar 
to that observed in a homogeneous environment. However, as the stratification increases and 
the buoyancy flux at the source decreases, the spreading height rises from the base of the 
tank (figure 3. la). In this situation, the qualitative behaviour of the fountain height and the 
ascending front remain unchanged from that observed in a homogeneous fluid (figure 3.lb,c). 
However, an additional descending front at the bottom of the spreading layer moves towards 
the base of the tank (figure 3.lb) as fluid from below it is entrained into the upflow of the 
fountain. The formation of a second front in a stratified fluid is analogous to the plume filling 
box models in which one front is observed in a homogeneous environment (Baines & Turner 
1969) while two form in a stratified fluid (Cardoso & Woods 1993). 
When intermediate intrusion occurs, the changes to the ambient density profile differs from 
those observed in an initially homogeneous fluid. The initial density of the intruding layer is 
equal to that in the environment at the spreading height, so that the environmental density 
profile is not significantly altered by the first, thin outflow. Subsequent fluid which re-entrains 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 3.1: Photographs of an axisymmetric fountain with Qo = 4.5 x 10-5 m3 s- 1, N = 1.7 s- 1 and 
!J.o = 0. (a) When intermediate intrusion occurs, both ascending and descending fronts are observed 
(t = 50 s). As the flow continues, (b) the descending front reaches the base of the tank (t = 2 min), while (c) the ascending front approaches the top of the fountain (t = 3 min 30 s). 
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this new layer therefore arrives at the spreading height with approximately the same density. 
Consequently, the fountain effectively homogenizes the initially stratified ambient fluid. 
Similar qualitative behaviour is observed in line fountains. In a homogeneous environ-
ment, the falling fluid spreads along the base of the tank forming an ascending front above 
a stratified layer (Baines et al. 1990). As the initial ambient density gradient increases, the 
spreading height rises from the base and both ascending and descending fronts are observed 
to bound a nearly homogeneous layer (figure 3.2a,b ). The fluctuations in the fountain profile 
decrease in frequency as the ambient stratification increases. In an initially stratified fluid, 
therefore, the fountain profile remains predominantly symmetric until the homogenization of 
the environment results in more frequent fluctuations. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3.2: Photographs of a line fountain in which%= 8.8 x 10-5 m2 s-
1
, N = 0.75 s-1 and ~ 0 = 0. 
(a) Intermediate intrusion again leads to the formation of two fronts (t = 21 s). (b) As the thickness of 
the spreading layer increases, the fountain continues to oscillate between a symmetric and asymmetric 
profile (t = 47 s). 
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3.2 Axisymmetric fountains 
In this section I develop a fountain filling box model for axisymmetric fountains. In §3.2.1 
and §3.2.2, I examine the motion of the descending and ascending fronts, respectively. The 
rise of the fountain height, which affects the motion of the ascending front, and which depends 
on the ambient density profile, is quantified in §3.2.3. In this filling box model, it is assumed 
that the intrusion of fluid into the environment forms a thin layer and occurs on a significantly 
smaller timescale than that taken for the descending front to fall to a small fraction of its initial 
level. These assumptions are discussed in detail in §3.2.4. Then, the theoretical results are 
compared with experimental measurements in §3.2.5. In §3.2.6 I present a theoretical model 
of the evolution of the ambient density profile. 
3.2.1 The descending front 
The motion of the descending front can be found using the equation for the conservation 
of volume flux in the region below the front. If the cross-sectional area of the tank, A, is much 
greater than that of the fountain, then 
A dzd = -Qd , 
dt 
(3 .1) 
where Zd (t) is the height of the front above the virtual point source and Qd is the volume flux of 
fluid entrained into the fountain from below Zd. An expression for the total volume flux in the 
upflow of the fountain, Q(z), can be found from a solution of the entrainment equations. These 
equations, which are discussed in more detail in §4.2, describe the conservation of volume, 
b2 u, momentum, b2u2 , and buoyancy, b2 u!3. , in the flow (Morton et al. 1956; Turner 1973): 
d d d 
-(b2 u) = 2abu, -(b2 u2 ) = b2!3. , -(b2 u!3.) = -b
2uN2 . 
dz dz dz 
(3 .2) 
Equations (3.2) were integrated numerically for the flow through the actual source (Q0 -/: 0) 
with Q0 , 13.0 and N 2 varied over the range of experimental values. The solutions for the volum
e 
flux were then compared with the corresponding analytical result for a jet (F0 = 0, N
2 
= 0) 
showing, in all cases, a difference of less than 1 % at the respective spreading heights (see fig-
ure 3.3 for the cr--+ 00 comparison). As the cr--+ 00 case represents the conditions furthest from 
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a pure jet, the volume flux in the upflow of the fountain for all values of <J can be approximated 
by the corresponding result for a jet. 
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Figure 3.3: (a) Comparison between the volume flux in a fountain with a • 00 (broken line) and a jet 
in homogeneous surroundings (solid line), with (b) showing the small difference in regions below the 
spreading height (indicated by the horizontal line). 
An analytical solution of (3.2) for a jet, which satisfies the boundary conditions at the 
actual source (which is a height Zv above the virtual source) gives: 
z-zv Q(z) = 2aQo- + Qo, 
re 
(3.3) 
where a= 0.076 ± 0.004 (List 1982a). Whenever intermediate intrusion occurs, therefore, the 
entrained volume flux between Zv and Zd is 
Qd = 2aQ
0 
Zd-Zv 
re 
(3.4) 
To simplify this and subsequent expressions, the dimensionless heights, z, and times, l, defined 
by 
- z Q z = - and l- ot 
re -A-, re 
(3.5) 
are introduced. With the use of (3.4) and (3.5), (3.1) is integrated to give a solution for the 
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height of the descending front above the base of the tank: 
( ~ ~ ) ( ~ ~ ) - 2al Zd - Zv = Zs - Zv e , (3.6) 
where Zs is the dimensionless spreading height. 
This exponential decrease in the height of the descending front should be compared
 with 
the algebraic decrease in the height of the descending fronts formed by an axisymmet
ric plume 
in either a homogeneous (Baines & Turner 1969) or a stratified fluid (Cardoso & Woods 1993). 
3.2.2 The ascending front 
The motion of the ascending front, Za (t), is determined by writing the expression for the 
conservation of volume flux at the level of the front. Thus 
A dza = Qo+Qa, 
dt 
(3.7) 
where Qa is the volume flux of ambient fluid entrained into the downflow from above the 
front. Baines et al. (1990) described some experimental measurements made by T.J. Reedman 
which indicated that, in a homogeneous fluid, the entrained volume flux per unit h
eight into 
the downflow of the fountain is constant and is given by 
dQa =BQo, 
dz re 
(3.8) 
where B was found experimentally to be B = 0.25 ± 0.03. Baines et al. (1990) also explained 
that the observation of constant entrainment per unit height can be understood by vi
ewing the 
downflow as a line plume which encircles the upflow. In a linearly stratified environ
ment, the 
behaviour of a plume is little different to that in a uniform fluid until close to the 
spreading 
height (Cardoso & Woods 1993). As a result, (3.8) is expected to accurately predict the en-
trainment into the downflow of a fountain in a stratified fluid. The total volume flux 
entrained 
between Za and ZJ is therefore 
BQo ( ) Qa = - ZJ - Za • 
re 
(3.9) 
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Using (3.5), and introducing (3.9) into (3.7), leads to the general result that 
dza = l + B(z1 - Za) · 
dl 
40 
(3.10) 
This result is independent of the environmental conditions and so it applies for all val
ues of cr. 
After the ascending front has reached the top of the fountain at a time t*, the positio
n of 
the front increases at the same rate as which the free surface rises due to the addition o
f fluid to 
the tank, so that dza / dl = 1. To integrate (3 .10) for times t < t*, an expression for the increase 
in the fountain height with time is needed. 
3.2.3 The fountain height 
In developing an expressi.on for the fountain height, two separate effects must be co
nsid-
ered. As discussed in §3.1 and shown quantitatively in figure 3.4, the fountain effectively 
homogenizes the initially stratified environment, while the addition of dense source
 fluid in-
creases the average ambient density. The environment of the fountain quickly become
s mixed 
so that at small times (figure 3.4b), the decrease in the average ambient density gradient over 
the height of the fountain is a more significant effect than the increase in the averag
e density. 
At large times, when the environment is nearly homogeneous (figure 3.4c,d), the opposite is 
true. To determine the contribution from each of these effects, two expressions for the
 fountain 
height are de1ived: Zfs (t), which gives the rise due to the decreasing stratification, and ZJ7i (t), 
which is based on the results of Baines et al. (1990) for a fountain in a homogeneous fluid of 
increasing density. 
To quantify ZJs(t), the average ambient density gradient over the height of the fountain is 
approximated by 
dp ( ) _ Pz1 (t) - Po t ----, 
dz Zjs - Zv 
(3.11) 
where Pz1 (t) is the ambient density at the level of the top of the fountain, whi
ch is at a height 
(Zfs - Zv) above the base of the tank. At small times, a good approximation for Pz1 is o
btained 
by assuming that all ambient density levels above the ascending front rise at the s
ame rate 
as the free surface (figure 3.4). The position of a thin layer which is initially at an arbitrary 
height, z0 , is therefore given by z(t) = z0 + Q0 t / A. When this layer reaches Zfs, Pz1 = Po + 
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Figure 3.4: Experimental measurements of the changing ambient density profile produced by an ax-
isymmetric fountain with Q0 = 3.04 x 10-5 m3s- 1, N = 1.03 s- 1 and ~o = 0. Profiles were measured 
at (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 46 s, (c) t = 5 min 32 sand (d) t = 9 min 34 s. 
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(dp/dz) 1 0 (z0 -zv), giving 
dp I ( Q0 t) Pz1 = Po+ dz 
O 
Zfs-Zv-A , (3.12) 
where (dp/dz)l 0 is the initial density gradient. As a first approximation for Zfs , (3.12) is used 
to quantify pz1 (t) for all times. Combining (3.11) and (3.12), an expression for N
2 (t) becomes: 
N 2(t) =N; Zfs - Zv -Q0 t/A 
Zfs - zv ' 
(3.13) 
where N 0 is the initial buoyancy frequency. Introducing (3.13) into the definition of cr, and 
using the simple analytical function given in (2.14) to approximate the fountain height, leads 
to the result that 
Zfs = (1.n-4+3.o- 4ao Zjs - Zv -Qot/A)-l /4M3/4F,-l /2 
Zfs - Zv O O ' 
(3.14) 
where a0 is the measured value of cr at t = 0. Rearranging this expression gives the final result 
that 
3.0- 4 cro Qot I A 
Zfs = Zfs (O) ( l - 1.77-4 + 3.0-4 cr0 Zfs - Zv )
-1 /4 
(3 .15) 
The approximation that Zfs varies by only a small fraction of its initial value allows Zfs to be 
replaced by Zfs (0) on the right hand side of (3.15). In terms of the dimensionless quantities 
defined in (3.5), and at small times (i.e. when l « Zfs ), therefore, 
4 ~ 
~ ~ 
3.o- <Jo Zrs l , 
Zfs ~ Zjs (0) + 1 "7"7 - 4 1 '1 f\-4,..... 4 (3.16) 
where Zrs = Zjs (0) / (Zjs (0) - Zv ). 
This expression quantifies how Zfs increases from its initial value at small times. By the time 
any significant deviations from (3.16) arise, the environment is predominantly homogeneous , 
and Zfh (t) better describes the rise of the fountain height. 
An expression for Zjh (t) is obtained by assuming that the ambient fluid below this height is 
homogeneously mixed, and then using the expression for the fountain height in a homogeneous 
fluid, ZJ = 1. 77 M~/4 F0- 112 (see §2.2.3), to find the height to which the fountain would rise in 
a fluid with this density. If p0 is the average environmental density at t = 0, and the fountain 
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reaches a height Zfh ( 0) in this homogeneous fluid, then 
Po= Po+ dp I (Zpi(O)-zv) 
dz o 2 
(3.17) 
The initial buoyant acceleration of the source fluid is found using the definition of Baines et al. 
(1990) to be 
~o = g(Pi_-Po) = fl.o+N;(z]h(0)-zv)/2 
Po l-N;(Zjh(0)-zv)/(2g)" 
(3.18) 
Using this definition of ~o in the expression for the fountain height, an equation is obtained, 
which can be solved numerically for Zjh(O): 
Zjh(0) = l.nM;/4 Q-;;1 /2 ( l -N;(z]h(O) _ Zv) / (2g)) 1/2 
fl.a+ N;(zfh (0) - Zv) /2 
(3.19) 
In a homogeneous fluid, Baines et al. (1990) have shown both experimentally and theoret-
ically that the fountain height rises at close to half the rate at which the free surface rises due 
to the inflow. If the same theoretical arguments are applied to estimate Zfh, then the equivalent 
result is 
where Zrh = ZJh(0)/(zfh(0)-zv). 
~ ~ (0) 1 ~ Zjh = Zjh + 2zrht, (3.2
0) 
To quantify the fountain height at all times, (3.16) and (3.20) are combined into a single 
expression which characterizes the transition from Zfs at small times to Zfh as f----+ l*. A suitable 
expression for z1(l) is therefore 
ZJ(l) = ( 1 - w(l) )ZJs + w(l)zfh, (3.21) 
where w(l) is a function which is equal to Oat l = 0 and becomes equal to 1 at l = l*. A simple 
weighting function which quantifies the fraction of fluid below ZJ which is homogeneous , and 
therefore satisfies the required limits, is given by 
W = Za -Zd 
z1-zv. 
(3.22) 
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Introducing (3.22) into (3.21) and solving for ZJ gives a final expression for the fountain height: 
1 ( 1 ) 1/ 2 
ZJ = 2 (ZJs + zv) + 4 (z1s + zv)2 + (za - Zd) (zfh - ZJs) - ZvZJs 
(3.23) 
This expression can then be used in the numerical integration of (3.10) to give a solution 
for the ascending front. Finally, from this result for Za, the position of the fountain height is 
calculated from (3.23). 
3.2.4 Outflow dynamics - the assumption of instantaneous spreading 
The expressions derived for the ascending and descending fronts relied on the assumption 
that the spreading layer intrudes almost instantaneously as a thin layer. The observation is 
made that, as the radial distance increases, the thickness of the outflow quickly becomes small 
compared to the spreading height. The validity of assuming instantaneous spreading is now 
determined by analysing the effect of the tank size and source conditions on the timescales for 
intrusion and for vertical advection. The following analysis applies to the situations in which 
intrusion occurs at an intermediate height in the environment. 
Following the analysis presented by Cardoso & Woods (1993) for a plume in a stratified 
fluid, several simplifying assumptions are used to determine expressions for the dynamics of 
the intruding fluid. As the downflow reaches the spreading height, the flow into the intruding 
layer is still turbulent. However, it is assumed that the ambient stratification quickly damps this 
turbulence, so that little mixing occurs between the spreading layer and the environment. The 
dynamics of the intruding layer may then simply be described by an outflow Froude number, 
V 
Fr= Nd' (3.24) 
where v is the horizontal velocity of the fluid in the layer and d is its thickness (figure 3.5). It 
was shown by Manins (1979) that the Froude number of a lateral outflow into a stratified fluid 
is approximately constant with a lower bound of 2-1/
2
. 
The velocity of the descending front is then assumed to be horizontally constant and equal 
to U5 • From the conservation of volume, the horizontal volume flux at a distance r from th
e 
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Figure 3.5: Geometry illustrating the outflow of fluid into the spreading layer. 
fountain axis is written as 
Q(r) = 2nrvd = Qs - Vsn(r2 - a;), 
45 
(3.25) 
where as is the fountain radius at the spreading height and Qs is the volume flux into the 
intruding layer at r = as, To simplify the analysis, a tank of circular cross section with radius 
R is considered, so that the area, nR2 , is equal to the area, A, of the actual tank. As there can 
be no flow through the walls of the tank, Q(R) = 0. This result is used to eliminate Us from 
(3.25) giving 
(R2-r2) Q(r) = 2nrdv = Qs 2 2 . R -as (3.26) 
Introducing (3.24) in (3.26), the radial dependence of d and vis found to be: 
d _ ( Qs ( R2 _ r2)) 1/2 
2nrFrN R2 - a; 
(3.27) 
v = (FrNQs (R2 - r2)) l/2 
2nr R2 -a2 s 
(3.28) 
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The time taken for fluid to spread from r = as to r = R is therefore 
t1 = rR dr = (2rc(R2 - a;)) 1/2 rR ( r ) 1/2 dr. 
las V FrNQs las R2 - r2 
(3.29) 
After making the substitution r = Rsin 0 and letting as-+ 0, (3.29) is integrated numerically to 
give the same result as that obtained by Cardoso & Woods (1992): 
( 
4rcR3 ) 1/2 lorc/2 . 1 2 ( 2rcR3 ) 1/2 
t1 = -- sm / 0 d0 ~ 1.2 --F~~ o F~~ 
(3.30) 
The volume flux of fluid added to the spreading layer is given by 
Qs = Qo+Q1 +Q2, (3.31) 
where Q1 = 2aQ0 (zs - zv)/re is the volume flux entrained into the jet-like flow below the 
spreading height (§3.2.1) and Q2 = BQ0 (z1 - Zs)/ re is the volume flux entrained into the down-
flow of the fountain (§3.2.2). The first term in (3.31) is negligible in these experiments, so that: 
Qs ~ Qo (2a(zs - Zv) + B(z1- Zs))· 
re 
(3.32) 
The timescale for vertical advection in the tank, t2 , is chosen to be the time taken for the 
position of the descending front to fall from its initial height above the base, Zs - Zv, to a heig
ht 
of e-2 ( Zs - Z v) ~ 0. 1 ( Zs - Z v) : 
Are 
t2 = --. 
aQo 
Using (3.32) and a value of Fr= 2-1/ 2 , the ratio of (3.30) to (3.33) becomes 
£!_ = 0.09 ~ (2a(zs-zv) +B(z1-zs))-112 . ( ) 
1/2 
t2 NreR 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
This ratio is valid while the fluid intrudes at an intermediate height, that is for cr in the rang
e 
Ge < cr < 00 • For the source parameters in the experiments performed, values of ti/t2 ~ 0.08 
are obtained. This small value indicates that the assumption of instantaneous spreading is val
id 
in these experiments. 
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3.2.5 Experimental results 
The basic experimental setup was unchanged from that described in §2.2.1, except that a 
larger tank (70 cm x 70 cm in cross section and 40 cm deep) was used in some experiments. In 
addition to the shadowgraph technique, dye was also introduced into the source fluid to clearly
 
mark the extent of the spreading layer. The density profile was measured during the experiment
 
by stopping the flow and withdrawing samples from a range of depths. The densities of these
 
samples were then measured by refractometry. It was observed that stopping and starting the
 
flow did not disturb the position of the fronts. 
The positions of the fountain height and the fronts were measured in a series of experiments 
performed for a range of values of cr. The data from three of these experiments are shown in
 
figure 3. 6 along with the re~ult of integrating (3 .10) for the ascending front, the predicted 
position of the fountain height (3.23) and, where applicable, the expression for the descending 
front (3.6). The fountain height at t = 0 was determined from (2.7) and (2.14). The value of Zs 
was estimated from the experimental results for the spreading height (figure 2.9). In general, 
the good agreement between theory and experiment for the fountain height and ascending
 
front indicates that the assumptions made, and the simple weighting function used, describe
 
the actual fountain behaviour well. The experimental results indicate that the descending front
 
falls slightly faster than predicted by (3.6). This faster descent is almost certainly due to the 
effect of the additional entrainment into the overshooting fluid below the front, which is not
 
included in the model. 
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Figure 3.6: The non-dimensional height of the axisymmetric fountain ( x) and the positions of 
the fronts (•), as a function of time, together with the theoretical predictions (solid lines) for 
the fountain height (3.23), the ascending front (3.10) and, where applicable, the descending front 
(3.6). The experimental parameters were (a) Q0 = 3.04 x 10-5 m3 s- 1, N = 1.03 s-
1; cr---+ =, (b) 
Q0 = 3.87 x 10-5 m3 s-1 , N = 1.22 s- 1, ~o = 0.23 m s-
2 ; cr = 14, and (c) Q0 = 3.25 x 10-5 m3 s- 1, 
N = 1.28 s- 1, ~o = 0.37 m s-2 ; cr = 4. 
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Figure 3.6: (cont.) 
3.2.6 The ambient density profile 
A simple numerical model based on that developed by Germeles ( 197 5) is used to quantify 
the changes to the environmental density profile. The initial linear gradient is approximated b
y 
thin, discrete layers at heights Zj and with thickness &j = Zj+I -Zj- The decreasing density in 
successive layers therefore results in a stepped profile. During any small time interval, fll, the 
volume entrained from any of these layers into the upflow or downflow of the fountain can b
e 
found using (3 .4) or (3. 9) respectively. This entrainment causes the thickness of the steps in 
the profile to be reduced to 
Mj=Mj-{ 2aM&j 
BM&j 
Zj < Zd (3.35) 
Zd < Zj < ZJ, 
while the density at each step is unchanged. The positions of Zd and ZJ in this stepped profile 
are determined from (3.6) and (3.23) , respectively. 
The ambient fluid entrained into the fountain in the interval M mixes with the injected 
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source fluid, so that when the downflow reaches the point of intrusion, the fountain fluid has a
 
density, Pm, given by 
1ZJ dQe Pm(Qo+Qe) = PiQo+ p(z)-d dz. Zv Z (3.36) 
For the stepped profile, and in terms of the dimensionless quantities defined in (3.5), 
zc1 ZJ 
pi + 2a L p ( z j )Af j + B L p ( z j)Af j 
Pm= 
z1=iv Zj=Zd 
Zd ZJ 
(3.37) 
1+2aLMj+BLMj 
z1=zv z1= zc1 
The fluid with this density then flows laterally into the environment to form a new layer of
 
thickness 
( 
Zd ZJ ) 
Af~= 1+2a_4&j+n_4&j M. 
Zj=Zv Zj=Zd 
(3.38) 
With each time step, therefore, the density profile is updated to determine how it evolves with
 
time by reducing the thickness of the layers below Zf and adding the new layer at the correct 
step in the profile. 
An example of the result of this procedure is compared to the experimental data in fig-
ure 3.7. The initial step sizes were chosen to be & = 1 mm, while fl.t was decreased until 
fl.t = 1 s, after which further decreases did not change the final result. At small times, the
 
numerical results predict a much more homogeneous spreading layer than that observed exper-
imentally. The additional variation in the densities in the spreading layer most probably arise
 
from a combination of two effects - additional mixing below the descending front, and the fact
 
that the downflow has a range of densities which leads to a range of intrusion heights. At later
 
times, the agreement between the numerical and experimental results is much better, with the
 
numerical results only slightly underestimating the density within the spreading layer. 
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Figure 3.7: Ambient density profiles produced by an axisymmetric fountain, 
with 
Q0 = 3.04 x 10-5 m3 s- 1 , N = 1.03 s-
1 and ti0 = 0. The measured profiles at t = 0 (•), t = 46 s ( •) 
and t = 9 min 34 s (A) are shown in comparison with the numerical predictions (solid line). 
3.3 Line fountains 
The analysis of line fountains follows the same procedure outlined in §3.2 for axisymmetric 
fountains. In §3.3.1, §3.3.2 and §3.3.3, I develop expressions for the motion of the descend-
ing front, ascending front and fountain height, respectively. The assumption of instantaneous
 
spreading is then examined in §3.3.4. The theoretical predictions for the motion of the fronts 
and the fountain height are then compared with experimental measurements in §3.3.5. A model 
of the evolution of the ambient density profile is then outlined in §3.3.6. 
3.3.1 The descending front 
Using the arguments presented in §3.3.1, it is once more assumed that in a stratified fluid, 
the upflow remains jet-like for a significant distance above the source. The two dimensional 
entrainment equations, which are given by: 
d d d 
-d (2bu) = 2au, -(2bu2 ) = 2h11, -d (2bu11) = 0, 
z ~ z 
(3.39) 
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can be solved for a jet to give 
qd = 2( amoz) 1/ 2. (3.40) 
Then, the expression for the conservation of volume flux at the level of the descending front, 
LdZd -dt - -qd, (3.41) 
is integrated to give 
_1 ; 2 __ 1; 2 (ex) 1; 2 ~ 
Zd - Zs - - t 2 ' 
(3.42) 
where the dimensionless parameters z and l are defined by 
~ z t z = - and l = q0 ho Lb . 0 
(3.43) 
The descending front formed by a line fountain therefore reaches the level of the source af-
ter a time ld = (2zs/cx) 112 . This result clearly differs from that for both axisymmetric fountains 
and plumes in stratified fluids, where the descending front only asymptotically approaches the
 
level of the source. 
3.3.2 The ascending front 
The motion of the ascending front is again determined by the conservation of volume flux 
at the level of the front. Thus 
dza +q L- =qo a, 
dt 
(3.44) 
where qa is the total volume flux per unit length entrained into the downflow between the
 
ascending front and the fountain height. 
As a result of the fluctuations in the fountain profile, Baines et al. (1990) reported difficul-
ties in finding a satisfactory expression for the entrained volume flux into the downflow. They
 
hence made the assumption that qa has the same dependence on height as the jet-like upflow 
(Baines et al. (1990), equation 43). This leads to the result that 
dqa Bq0 
dz 2b;/2 zl/2' 
(3.45) 
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where B was determined experimentally to range between 0.5 and 1.0, with an average value 
of B ~ 0.75 (Baines et al. 1990). 
In order to remain consistent with the results of Baines et al. (1990), the same result is 
used here for the flow in an ambient density gradient. The expression for the entrained volume
 
flux above the ascending front is therefore qa = Bq0 (zj2 - z!12 ) / h;12 . Introducing this result 
into (3.44), along with the dimensionless quantities defined in (3.43), leads to the result that 
dza _ l B(~l/2 __ 1/2) 
-- + Zf Za · dl 
(3.46) 
3.3.3 The fountain height 
The 1ise of the fountain height is predicted using the same assumptions and method that 
were presented in §3.2.3 for an axisymmetric fountain. 
First, the rise of the fountain height at small times due to the decrease in the average 
buoyancy frequency of the environment, Zfs, is quantified. The change in N
2 (t) is again given 
by (3.13), without the virtual source correction. Combining (3.13) with (2.18) and (2.23), and 
using the dimensionless forms of z and t, leads to the result that 
2.43-3(j~ t ~ )-1/3 
Z/s = ZJs(O) ( 1 - 0.96-3 + 2.43-3cr; Z/s (3
.47) 
At small times, this implies that 
2.43-3a~ l 
Zjs = Zjs(O) + 0.96-3 + 2.43-3(j~ 3' (3.48) 
where Zjs(0) is taken to be the dimensionless symmetric height, since the profile is predomi-
nantly symmetric at small times. 
Second, to obtain an expression for the rise of the fountain due to the increasing average 
ambient density, Zfh ( t) and Zfh ( 0) must be determined. The initial buoyant acceleration of the 
source fluid is again given by (3.18) with Zv = 0, so that an implicit expression for ZJh(0) is 
found from a combination of (2.18) and (2.22) to be 
½ (0.96 + 0.77)m~/3 ( 1 - N;Zjh (0) / (2g)) 213
 
z (0) - -"--------
,jh - 21/3b;/3 11a+N;Zjh(0)/2 
(3.49) 
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In this expression, the average of the symmetric and asymmetric heights has been used, since
 
the fountain in a homogeneous fluid continually fluctuates between a symmetric and an asym-
metric profile. To quantify the fountain height at later times, the result for a homogeneous flui
d 
is used, so that the dimensionless fountain height rises at a rate given by 
~ ~ (0) 2 ~ Zjh = Zjh + 3zrt. 
where Zr = Zjh ( 0) / ( Zjh ( 0) + Ze) (Baines et al. 1990). 
(3.50) 
Finally, the weighting function which quantifies the transition between (3.48) and (3.50), is 
again given by (3.22), with Zv = 0. It therefore follows that the final expression for the fountain 
height is also given by (3.23), with Zfs and ZJh defined by (3.48) and (3.50) respectively. This 
expression for ZJ can then be used in the numerical integration of (3.46) to find the position of 
the ascending front. 
3.3.4 Outflow dynamics 
A similar analysis to that presented in §3.2.4 is used to determine the timescale of lateral 
intrusion for a line fountain. Conservation of horizontal volume flux in the spreading layer on
 
one side of the upflow at a distance x from the fountain axis gives 
q(x) =dv= ~ -Us(X-as), (3.51) 
where qs is the total volume flux in the outflow at the spreading height. Expressions for the
 
thickness and velocity within the spreading layer are obtained by combining (3.24) with (3.51) 
under the condition that q = 0 at x = L/2 = l: 
d- ~ l-x 
( ( ) ) 
1/2 
2NFr l-as 
(3 .52) 
v= (NF;qs (:::,) r (3.53) 
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The time taken for the fluid to spread from x = as to x = l is 
rtdx (2(l-as)) 112 rt dx fl= las-;-= NFrqs las (l-x) 112. (3.54) 
In the limit as as ---+ 0, this is integrated to give 
1/2 
( 
8z2 ) 
t1 = NFrqs 
(3.55) 
The volume flux of fluid into the spreading layer is again given by qs = q0 + q1 + q2 with 
_ ( 2 /b )1 /2 § _ ( 1/2 1/2)/bl/2 § q1 - 2aq0 zs O ( 3.3.1) and q2 - Bq0 z1 - Zs a ( 3.3.2), so that 
qs = qo ( 1+ (2az,/b0 ) l /Z + B(z1/2- z!/2) /b~12 ) 
~ qo ( (2azs) 112 + B(zY2 - z; 12 )) / b;l2. 
(3.56) 
A typical timescale for the vertical motion in the ambient fluid is the time taken for the 
descending front to reach the base of the tank: 
t2 = ( gz2 hoZs ) 1/2 
aq; 
Using (3.56) and a value of Fr= 2-1/ 2 , the ratio of (3.55) to (3.57) becomes 
~ = 0 32 qo 
( ) 
1/2 
t2 · Nb;12zs ((2azs) 112+B(zY2-z;12 )) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
Using typical experimental parameters gives the result that ti/t2 ~ 0.4- 0.5. The assumption 
of instantaneous spreading may therefore introduce some deviation between the theory and 
experiments. In particular, at small times, the variation in the thickness of the outflow makes 
it difficult to accurately measure the position of the fronts. This effect was reduced, but not 
eliminated, by measuring the height of the fronts close to the axis of the fountain . 
3.3.5 Experimental results 
The position of the fountain height, the ascending front and the descending front were 
measured in three experiments in which cr* was varied. These results are shown in figure 3.8, 
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along with the predicted position of the top of the fountain, the ascending front and, where 
applicable, the descending front. The fountain height at t = 0 is found from a combination 
of (2.18) and (2.23), while the spreading height was taken from the experimental measure-
ments. In figures 3.8(a) and 3.9(b), the position of the descending front is well described by 
(3.42) until it approaches to within approximately 2 cm (z ~ 430) of the source. After this 
point, the environmental fluid is entrained into the initial axisymmetric flow from the holes, 
and consequently, the exponential decay predicted for axisymmetric flow can be observed. In 
figure 3.8(a), the position of the fountain height is slightly overestimated by the theoretical 
prediction. In contrast, in figures 3.9(b) and 3.9(c), in which the profile fluctuates significantly, 
(3.23) represents a good average of the measured heights. Using the average value of B = 0.75 
in all experiments provides good predictions of the motion of the ascending front, and enables 
accurate estimates of the time t * when the front reaches the height of the fountain. 
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Figure 3.8: The non-dimensional height of a line fountain ( x) and the positions of the fronts (•), as a 
function of time, together with the theoretical predictions (solid lines) for the fountain height (3.23), the 
ascending front (3.46) and, where applicable, the descending front (3.42). The experimental parameters 
were (a) q0 = 2.19 x 10- 4 m2 s- 1, N = 1.38 s- 1; cr* = =; (b) q0 = 2.19 x 10-4 m2 s- 1, N = 0.71 s- 1, 
13.o = 0.34 ms-2 ; cr* = 21; (c) q0 = 2.19 x 10-4 m2 s- 1, N = 0.32 s- 1, 13.0 = 0.31 ms-2 ; cr* = 5.2. 
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3.3.6 The ambient density profile 
The numerical method which was used in §3.2.6 to quantify the changes to the ambient 
density profile, is adapted for a line fountain with few alterations. The reduction in the thic
k-
ness of each layer in the density profile is found by using (3.40) or (3.45) to determine the 
volume of fluid removed in each time interval fll. We therefore obtain the result that 
_, - { ( a/2) 1/2 ((z . + Af ·) 1;2 - _1_12) A -Af · = Af . - l J Z1 D.t 
J J ( B (z) l2 ) + &J) 1;2 _ z)/2) M 
Zj < Zd 
Zd < ZJ < ZJ 
(3.59) 
It is possible in this case that for layers near the base, this calculation may result in a negat
ive 
thickness. The program was therefore adapted to check for and prevent this occurring. 
The fluid entrained from t.he layers mixes into the fountain so that the final density of the 
downflow at the point of intrusion is 
~ fy 
Pi+(a/2)1;2_LP(z1) ((z1+Af1)1;2_ z);2) +B_i p(z) ((z1 +Af1)1 ;2 _ zY2) 
0 =0 0=~ 
Pm= Zd . ZJ 
l+(a/2)1;2_I ((z1+Af1)1f2- zj12) +B_i ((z1+~z1 )1 /2 _z)12) 
0=0 0 =~ (3 .60) 
The new layer with this density has a thickness of 
( 
Zd ZJ ) 
Af~ = 1 + ( a/2) 112,~
0 
( (z1 + Af1)1!2 - zY2 ) + B ,1 ( (z1 + Afj) 112 - zY2) M. (3.61) 
Using the same procedure, initial step size and time interval described in §3.2.6 for an 
axisymmetric fountain, the profile is then updated at each time step. An example of the
se 
numerical results is shown in comparison to the experimental measurements of a profil
e in 
figure 3.9. At intermediate times , the theory again predicts a more homogeneous environme
nt 
than that measured experimentally. The neglect of additional mixing and density variation
 in 
the downflow again result in some difference (§3.2.6), but in the case of a line fountain , the 
fluctuations in the fountain profile also lead to differences between the numerical predictio
ns 
and experimental measurements. At large times the agreement is seen to be excellent. 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the numerical results (solid line) and the measured ambient density 
profiles produced by a line fountain, with q0 = 2.19 x 10-4 m2 s- 1, N = 1.38 s- 1 and ~ o = 0. Profiles 
were measured at t = 0 (•), t = 60 s ( •) and t = 13 min (A). 
3.4 Conclusions 
I have presented an experimental and theoretical investigation into the evolution of turbu-
lent axisymmetric and line fountains, and their effect on an initially stratified ambient density 
profile. This study has expanded on the work detailed in chapter 2, to show that the evolution of 
the fountain and the environment depends on whether basal or intermediate spreading occurs, 
and hence whether one or two fronts, respectively, are observed. 
The ambient density profile has been shown to have little effect on the motion of the fronts . 
For the descending front, this assumption was verified after comparing experimental data with 
analytical predictions for jet-like flow. Similarly, comparison with experimental results for the 
ascending front lead to the conclusion that the rate of entrainment into the downflow of the 
fountain can be quantified using the same constant as that determined in a homogeneous fluid. 
The motion of the ascending front therefore depends directly on only the position of the top of 
the fountain. To quantify the rise of the fountain height, the individual effects of the decreasing 
ambient density gradient and the increasing average ambient density were estimated. A simple 
weighting function based on the thickness of the spreading layer relative to the fountain height 
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was then used to quantify the contribution from each of these effects to the overall rise of the
 
fountain height. A numerical solution of the equations of motion then gave the position of th
e 
fountain height and the ascending front. 
For axisymmetric fountains, the theory provided an accurate prediction of the position 
of the fountain height and the ascending front. However, the fluctuations in the profile of a
 
line fountain resulted in significantly more scatter of the experimental data around the average
 
position predicted by the theory. 
Once the time evolution of the axisymmetric and line fountains is known, I have shown 
how a simple numerical scheme can then be used to quantify the homogenization of the ini-
tially stratified environment. The results of these numerical calculations accurately predicted
 
the changes to the ambient density distribution, particularly at later times. A more accurate the-
oretical model of the evolution of an initially stratified fluid requires quantitative knowledge of
 
the height of a fountain in an arbitrary density profile. 
Chapter 4 
Theoretical Models of Turbulent 
Fountains 
"The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers." 
Richard Hamming (1915 - 1998) 
American Mathematician and Computer Scientist 
Expressions for the fountain heights have been found in the preceeding chapters 
by combining experimental measurements with dimensional arguments. In chap-
ter 3, however, it was shown that dimensional arguments are not sufficient to quan-
tify the fountain properties throughout the time evolution of the ambient density 
profile. Consequently, I aim in this chapter to develop a theoretical model of a tur-
bulent fountain from which the properties in an arbitrary density gradient can be 
calculated. First, in §4.1, I discuss some previous theoretical investigations of tur-
bulent flows. Then, in §4.2, I develop a set of entrainment equations that include 
the effects of mixing between the fountain upflow, downflow and homogeneous 
environment. The numerical predictions are then compared with experimental 
measurements in §4.2.3. In §4.3, this model is extended to describe axisymmetric 
fountains in a linearly stratified fluid, and the results are again compared with ex-
perimental measurements. Finally, a model of a line fountain in a stratified fluid 
is developed in §4.4. 
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4.1 Previous theoretical investigations 
The possibility of using the entrainment equations to develop a theoretical model of a 
turbulent fountain was first raised by Turner (1966), who proposed that it should be possible 
to set up a detailed theory of the "double" structure of the fountain in the manner suggested 
by Morton (1962) for coaxial turbulent jets. In that study, Morton (1962) noted that it is not 
immediately obvious how the simple ideas of entrainment across a jet boundary should be 
extended to the more complicated double structure of coaxial turbulent jets. Despite this, he 
proposed one formulation to quantify the mixing between the core jet and the outer, annular 
jet. 
Morton's (1962) ideas about the rate of entrainment between two turbulent flows were sub-
sequently used by McDougall_ (1981) to develop the first theoretical model of an axisymmetric 
fountain in a homogeneous fluid. This model was based on a set of new entrainment equations 
which quantified the mixing between the upflow and the downflow, and between the downflow 
and the environment. In addition to the effects of mixing between the flows, McDougall (1981) 
also recognized that the body forces acting on the fluid in the upflow and downflow are "very 
much an open question". In an attempt to address this question, McDougall (1981) consid-
ered the two most reasonable formulations of the body forces acting on the fountain. From 
the resulting equations he was able to predict the final fountain height as well as the width, 
velocity and buoyancy in the upflow and downflow. In that investigation, only the predictions 
of the fountain height were compared with experimental data, as measurements of the internal 
fountain structure did not become available until the study by Mizushina et al. (1982). 
The model presented here builds on the ideas developed by McDougall (1981), but also 
includes an alternative formulation for the entrainment between the upflow and downflow. The 
model is also extended to quantify fountains in a stratified fluid. 
4.2 An axisymmetric turbulent fountain in a homogeneous fluid 
Immediately after injecting the heavy source fluid, the fountain has a simple structure in 
which the rising, jet-like flow mixes directly with the ambient fluid (figure 4. la). The volume 
flux, momentum flux and buoyancy flux in the flow at this stage can be quantified using the 
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entrainment equations (Morton et al. 1956; Turner 1973): 
i(b2u) = 2abu, dd (b2u2 ) = b2t.., i(b2 ut..) = 0, 
dz z dz 
(4.1) 
where z is the height above the source, b is the flow radius, u is the mean velocity in the flow, 
t.. = (g/p0 )(p1- p0 ) is the buoyant acceleration, PJ is the density of the fluid in the flow, p0 is 
the ambient density, g is the gravitational acceleration and a is the entrainment coefficient. In 
these equations, top hat profiles of velocity and buoyancy have been used to represent average 
quantities across the turbulent flow. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of a turbulent fountain (a) as the flow reaches an initial height and 
(b) after the fluid has reversed direction to form a downflow, and the initial height is reduced to a 
final, steady value. The dashed arrows indicate the flow direction, while the solid arrows indicate the 
directions of turbulent entrainment between the upflow, downflow and environment. 
In terms of the fluxes of volume, Q = b2 u, momentum, M = b2u2 , and buoyancy, F = b2ut.., 
equations ( 4.1) become: 
dQ = 2aM1/2, 
dz 
2 
dM =2FQ, 
dz 
dF =0. 
dz 
(4.2) 
For a fountain entering a homogeneous fluid through a point source, the source conditions are 
defined by a zero volume flux, positive momentum flux and negative buoyancy flux. 
The initial height of the fountain, Zi, is determined from the solution of (4.2) to be the 
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point at which the velocity of the upflow becomes equal to zero. After the initial height has
 
been reached, these entrainment equations are no longer valid, as they do not describe the
 
mixing between the upflow and downflow or the additional entrainment of ambient fluid into
 
the downflow. This mixing can be quantified using similar entrainment assumptions to give a
 
theoretical model of a fountain. 
The first complication to be addressed in modelling a fountain is the reversal of the fluid 
after the initial height has been reached. McDougall (1981) introduced a method of dealing 
with the fluid reversal in which the numerical solution was terminated when the Froude number
 
of the flow falls to Fr= 21/ 2 . The rising fluid was then assumed to tum around under the
 
action of the buoyancy, but without any additional mixing. This behaviour was modelled
 
using a control volume comprising a cylinder of height h with a hemispherical cap of radius
 
r (figure 4.2a). However, the ·ratio of h/ r was an additional free parameter in his model. To 
avoid the necessity of including more free parameters in this analysis, the top of the fountain
 
is defined here as the point where the fluid velocity falls to zero (figure 4.2b ). The reversal of 
fluid is modelled by assuming that as the fluid reaches a terminal height, it forms a ring at the
 
outer edge of the upflow. From this circular line source, the downflow forms as a line plume in
 
which the fluxes of volume and buoyancy are distributed around a ring, giving the fountain its
 
typical structure - a central upflow surrounded by an annular downflow (figure 4.1 b ). 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the two methods of finding the fountain height as outline
d (a) by 
McDougall (1981) and (b) in this study. 
Once the downflow has formed, the model must include the mixing that is indicated in 
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figure 4.l(b) - fluid from the downflow is entrained into the upflow, while fluid is entrained 
into the downflow from both the upflow and the environment. Separate properties are defined 
for the upflow and the downflow, indicated by the subscripts u and d, respectively. The fluxes 
of volume, momentum and buoyancy are therefore: 
Qu = bZtUu 
Mu= bZtUZt 
Fu= bZtUuliu 
Qd = (b~ - hZt)ud 
Md= (b~ -b~)u~ 
Fd = (b~- hZt)udlid. 
(4.3) 
The terms for the buoyant acceleration are liu = (g/p0 )(po - Pu) and lid= (g/po)(Pd - Pa), 
with Pu and Pd the fluid densities in the upflow and downflow, respectively. The different signs 
of liu and lid here indicate whether the buoyant acceleration is opposing the motion (liu < 0), 
or whether it is in the direction of motion (lid > 0). To simplify the theoretical model, upflow 
quantities are measured at distances from the source, z, and downflow variables are measured 
at distances from the top of the fountain, x. The relevant fountain properties are illustrated in 
figure 4.3. 
Mu=O 
I ) i Uu i ud i I z 4 X 
Zf I 
bd 
(J)~ roy 
Figure 4.3: Model of a turbulent fountain, indicating the quantities and properties that are included in 
the equations. 
At this stage, no assumptions are made about the rate of entrainment into the upflow or 
downflow of the fountain. Instead, roa is defined as the velocity of entrainment into the upflow, 
ro~ as the entrainment velocity of fluid entering the downflow from the upflow, and ffiy as the 
velocity of entrainment for ambient fluid mixed into the downflow (see figure 4.3). The choice 
of the relevant velocity scales on which to base roa, ro~ and ffiy, and the consequences of this 
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decision, are discussed in §4.2.1. 
In his theoretical model of a turbulent fountain, McDougall (1981) derived two sets of 
entrainment equations, based on two different assumptions about how the body forces affect 
the upflow and downflow. In both formulations, the equations for the conservation of volume 
and buoyancy fluxes were given by 
d 2 
-(buuu) = 2buroa - 2buro~, dz 
d 2 2 dx ([bd - bu]ud) = 2bd©y- 2buroa + 2buro~, 
for the upflow and downflow volume fluxes, respectively, and 
d . 2 
-(buuuiiu) = -2buroaiid - 2buro~liu, dz 
d 2 2 
-([bd -bu]udiid) = -2buroaiid - 2buro~liu, dx 
for the upflow and downflow buoyancy fluxes. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
In the first of his formulations for the buoyant body forces, McDougall (1981) assumed 
that the pressure gradient everywhere is hydrostatic and that the surfaces of constant pressure 
remain horizontal throughout the environment, the upflow and the downflow. In that case, the 
buoyant body forces accelerating the upflow depend only on the density difference between 
the fluid in the upflow and that of the environment - that is, on liu. This assumption leads to 
the following equation for the conservation of momentum flux in the upflow: 
d 2 2 2 
-(buuiJ = buliu - 2buroaud - 2buro~uu. dz 
(4.8) 
The assumption was then made that the total momentum flux across the fountain should also 
be conserved, so that 
~(b~u~) - i_([b~ - b~]u~) = b~liu - [b~ -b~]tid. dz dx 
(4.9) 
The expression for the conservation of momentum flux in the downflow is then found from 
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(4.8) and (4.9) to be 
! ([b~ - b~]u~) = [b~ -b~]lld - 2bumaud - 2bum~uu, (4.10) 
In the second of his body force formulations, McDougall (1981) included the effect of a 
non-hydrostatic pressure gradient in the accelerating downflow. An alternative way of viewing 
this result is to assume that the body forces acting on the upflow arise from the local density 
difference between the upflow and downflow, L1u + L1d , but are measured relative to the ac-
celerating downflow. The acceleration of the frame of reference fixed to the downflow was 
therefore included in the term for the total body force acting on the upflow. The conservation 
of momentum flux in the upflow is therefore 
d 2 2 ·2 ( dud) dz (buuu) = bu L1u + L1d - Ud dx - 2buWaUd - 2buro~uu. (4.11) 
Again, the corresponding expression for the downflow momentum flux is determined from 
(4.9) and (4.11) to be 
d 2 2 2 2 2 2 ( dud ) dx ([bd - bu]ud) = [bd - bu]L1d + bu L1d - Ud dx - 2buWaUd - 2buro~uu. (4. 12) 
McDougall (1981) numerically integrated his entrainment equations to obtain predictions 
for the height of the fountain, as well as the radius , fluid velocity and density of the upflow 
and downflow, and compared the results with experimental measurements. Due to the number 
of arbitrary approximations in his model, McDougall (1981) stated that he could not conclude 
"with any degree of confidence" which of the two body force formulations correspond closest 
with experiment. However, he did note that when "best guess" values were used for his free 
parameters, the second formulation gave a more accurate prediction of the final fountain height. 
In this study, I will continue to consider both formulations for the body forces. 
The set of entrainment equations (i.e. (4.4) - (4.7), together with either (4.8) and (4.10), 
or (4.11) and (4.12)) are simplified by writing them in terms of the non-dimensional variables 
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given by: 
~ _ M - 3/4 vl /2 
Z - O l ' o Z b = M;;3 /4pJ /2b 
~ _ Ml /4 v-1/2 
U - o ro U 
~ _ Ml /4 v - 1/2 CO - o r o CO (4.13) 
Li = M;I 4Fo-3/211. 
After some rearranging, and introducing the dimensionless fluxes of volume, Q = b2 u, 
momentum, M = b2a2 , and buoyancy, F = b2aLi, the final equations are, 
dQu = 2 Q\ ( &ex - &~) 
dz 1v1Y 
(4.14) 
dQd Qu ( ( 1 ) 1 / 2
 
_ _ ) 
d.x =2MY2 l+A roy+co~-roa (4.15) 
dFu Qu ( Fd _ Fu ~ ) 
dz = -2 ~ 1/2 -;:;--COa +-;::--co~ 
Mu Qd Qu 
(4.16) 
dFd Qu ( Fd ~ Fu ~ ) 
d.x = -2 ~ 1/2 Q~ COa + -;::--CO~ ' Mu d Qu 
( 4.17) 
with 
~2 
dMU ~ ~ ~ 3 / 2 ( ~ ~ ) dz = 2QuFu - 4Mu Bcoa + co~ (4.18) 
~2 
dMd ~ ~ ~ 1/2 ~ ( ) d.x = 2QdFd-4Mu Md ~ma+ ro~ , ( 4.19) 
for the first body force formulation, and 
dMU ~ ~ ~ 3 / 2 1 ~ - ~ ~ 
~ 2 ( ( ) 
1 
/
2 
AB I ) dz = 2QuFu +4Mu B I+ A roy+ l +A co~ -BCOa (4.20) 
dM ~ ~ ~ 1 2 - 1 AB - I _ _ 
~2 ( ( )-1/2 ) d.xd =2QdFd+4M/ Md B l+A ~+ l+A CO~-BCOa , (4.21) 
for the second body force formulation. In these equations, 
~2 ~ ~2 
A = QuMd =~ 
~2 ~ ~2 ~2 QdMu bd-bu 
and B = QuMd Ud 
QdMu = Uu · (4.22) 
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4.2.1 Entrainment 
The entrainment assumption in its general form states that the inflow velocity of entrained 
fluid at any height scales with some characteristic velocity in the flow at that height (Morton 
et al. 1956). In flows with a "double" structure, such as coaxial jets (Morton 1962), bubble 
plumes (McDougall 1978; Asaeda & Imberger 1993) or fountains (McDougall 1981), it is not 
immediately obvious on which velocity scales the entrainment velocities should be based. I 
present here two alternative formulations for the entrainment. 
4.2.1.1 Entrainment formulation I 
The first formulation I consider is that proposed by Morton (1962) for coaxial jets, and 
subsequently used by McDougall (1981) in his theoretical modelling of a turbulent fountain. 
Morton (1962) argued that the supply of energy to the turbulence in the inner flow arose due to 
the difference in mean velocities between the inner and outer flows. Consequently, it was this 
velocity difference on which the rate of entrainment should be based. Similarly, he proposed 
that the turbulence in the outer flow arose as a result of the shear between this flow and the 
stationary environment, leading to the prediction that the rate of entrainment into the outer 
flow should scale with the mean velocity of that flow. In a turbulent fountain , these arguments 
lead to the prediction that 
Wa = a(uu + ud); w~ = ~ud; COy = yud, (4.23) 
with a, ~ and y the relevant entrainment coefficients. 
In this formulation, the shear between the two flows is assumed to affect only the inner flow. 
However, it is not obvious why the turbulence generated by the shear should be transferred in 
one direction only (i.e. inwards). I therefore now introduce a second entrainment formulation 
in which the shear between the flows affects the turbulence in both inner and outer flows. 
4.2.1.2 Entrainment formulation II 
In this formulation, it is argued that the total shear, uu + ud, should be partitioned ( c.f. 
Morton (1962)) so that only the component containing upward velocities, uu/ (uu + ud), affects 
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the turbulence in the upflow, and the remaining component, ud / ( uu + ud), feeds the turbulence 
in the downflow. The entrainment velocities therefore depend on the relevant fraction of the 
total shear, and are given by 
CDa = CWu; CD~ = ~Ud; ffiy = yud. (4.24) 
Essentially, the entrainment velocity is assumed to scale with a velocity difference, although 
this time the shear is taken to be the difference between the mean fluid velocity in the flow and 
the mean velocity on the "edge" of the flow under consideration. This approach is consistent 
with the commonly stated entrainment assumption in simple flows where the velocity on the 
edge of the flow is equal to that in the environment. In a fountain, however, the obvious position 
of the boundary between the ~pflow and downflow is the point at which the mean velocity is 
equal to zero (Mizushina et al. 1982, figure 7). 
4.2.2 The numerical method 
The starting conditions for the integration of the upflow equations are defined at a height 
Zo above the point source. This is necessary to avoid the infinite fluid velocity, u0 = M0 / Q0 
that would arise from a theoretical point source (Q0 = 0). To determine the values of Q,M 
and P at a height of z0 = 0.01, it is noted that near the source, the upflow is unaffected by 
either its negative buoyancy or the presence of the downflow (chapter 3). A solution of (4.1) 
for a jet (Q0 = 0,M0 = l,F0 = 0), gives the result that Q(z0 ) = 2az0 and M(z0 ) = 1. Since 
the buoyancy flux in a jet is constant, it is then assumed that at small heights in a fountain, P 
remains unchanged from its value at the source, and P ( z0 ) = -1. 
Initially there is no downflow (Qd =Md= Pd= 0) so that (4.14) and (4.16) together with 
either ( 4.18) or ( 4.20) reduce to the standard entrainment equations. These equations for the 
upflow are solved numerically using a routine based on a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. 
The point at which the upflow momentum flux becomes equal to zero gives a value of the initial 
fountain height, Zi (Morton 1959a). The values of the upflow volume flux, QT, and buoyancy 
flux, FT, at this initial height are the starting conditions for Qd and Pd at i = 0 (i is measured 
from the top of the fountain). The conservation equations for the downflow (( 4.15), ( 4.17) and 
either (4.19) or (4.21)) are then integrated from the top of the fountain to the starting point 
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at z0 , using the previously determined values of Qu, Mu and Fu at each height. These newly 
determined values for the fluxes in the downflow are then used in the next integration of the 
upflow equations. The point at which Mu = 0 in this iteration gives the first estimate of the 
reduced final height, ZJ- This procedure is continued until the estimate of ZJ from subsequent 
iterations converges to a fixed value, which is taken as the evaluation of the final fountain 
height. 
4.2.3 Results and comparison with experiments 
The method outlined above was used to determine the initial fountain height, Zi, as well 
as four values of the dimensionless fountain height, ZJ, for the combinations of two body 
force formulations (BFI and BFII) and two entrainment formulations (EI and Ell). The values 
obtained for Zi and ZJ correspond to the experimentally determined constants in the expressions 
relating the fountain heights to the intrinsic length scale of M;14F; 112 (Turner 1966). 
In the first iteration of the upflow equations, ex is the only free parameter. Using a value 
of ex= 0.085 ± 0.010 results in a numerical estimate of Zi = 2.49 ± 0.15, which coincides with 
the average experimental value of Zi = 2.49 ± 0.18 (§2.2.3). As expected, this value of ex is 
close to the jet value of ex= 0.076 ± 0.04, and lies between the jet value and the plume value 
of ex= 0.117 ± 0.006 (List 1982a). 
By modelling the downflow as a line plume which encircles the upflow, the entrainment 
coefficients ~ and y are fixed at the value found for a line plume with top hat profiles of ve-
locity and buoyancy: ~ = y = 0.147 (List 1982b). The uncertainty in the entrainment coef-
ficient for a line plume can be calculated from the results of Kotsovinos & List ( 1977) to be 
~ = y = 0.147 ± 0.014. These values of~ and ydiffer from those used by McDougall (1981) , 
who incorrectly used Gaussian entrainment coefficients in entrainment equations which were 
developed assuming top hat profiles. 
The predictions of the final fountain height obtained from the combination of two entrain-
ment formulations and two buoyant body force formulations (referred to hereon as BFIEI, 
BFIEII, BFIIEI and BFIIEII) are summarized in table 1, showing the variation in ZJ due to 
the uncertainty in the entrainment coefficients ex, ~ and y. All the numerical results underes-
timate the average experimental value of ZJ = 1.77 ± 0.11 (§2.2.3). The combination BFIIEII 
(ZJ = 1.49 ± 0.11) gives the result closest to the experimentally determined value. 
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Entrainment I Entrainment II 
Body force I ZJ = 1.07 ± 0.09 ZJ = 1.25 ± 0.09 
Body force II z J = 1. 20 ± 0 .10 ZJ = 1.49±0.11 
Table 4.1: Calculated results for the final height of an axisymmetric fountain in a homogeneous fluid, 
using the two body force formulations and two entrainment formulations. 
To determine the sensitivity of the results to variations in ~ and y, ~ was first decreased 
from the value for a plume to that for a jet (~ = 0.076), while keeping y fixed. This resulted in 
only a 0.5% decrease in the predicted fountain height. Decreasing ~ has two effects - first, 
less of the dense rising fluid is mixed into the downflow, so that the downflow remains lighter 
and therefore experiences a smaller downward acting buoyancy force. Second, however, the 
decrease in the interaction with the upflow allows greater acceleration of the falling fluid. As 
varying ~ has a negligible effect on the predicted fountain height, it appears that these two 
effects essentially cancel each other out. 
In contrast, when y was also reduced to the jet value of y = 0.076, the numerical estimate 
for the fountain height dropped by approximately 20%. In this case, mixing with the stationary 
environment does not affect the momentum of the downflow, so the only effect of decreas-
ing the entrainment from the environment is to give a denser and therefore more accelerated 
downflow. 
In addition to the comparisons for the final fountain height, the numerical predictions of 
the upflow and downflow properties are also compared with the experimental measurements 
of Mizushina et al. (1982). In figure 4.4(a), the numerical results from all four formulations 
are compared with experimental measurements of the upflow and downflow radius (Mizushina 
et al. 1982). Despite the numerical results for the upflow and downflow radius becoming 
unrealistic near the top of the fountain (where ru and rd become infinite), the results from 
all four formulations lie within the range of experimental scatter. The predictions for the outer 
radius are much better than those obtained by McDougall ( 1981 ), who stated that his numerical 
results for the fountain radius were approximately half of the experimentally measured radius . 
Figure 4.4(b) shows that for all four formulations, the numerical results for the upflow ve-
locity are in excellent agreement with the centreline velocities measured by Mizushina et al. 
(1982). Near the top of the fountain, the combination BFIIEII agrees best with the experimen-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the numerical results and the experimental data of Mizushina et 
al. (1982) for (a) the upflow and downflow radius, (b) the upflow velocity and (c) the upflow buoy-
ancy. Shown are the numerical results for the four different formulations: BFIEI (····), BFIIEI (- · - · -), 
BFIEII (- - -) and BFIIEII (-). 
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Figure 4.4: (cont.) 
tal measurements, although it does predict slightly lower velocities. The results from the other 
three formulations diverge further from the experimental data near the top of the fountain due 
to the smaller calculated fountain heights. The numerical predictions of the upflow buoyancy 
shown in figure 4.5( c) slightly overestimate the centreline measurements, with a significant 
deviation near the top of the fountain. In the experimental data, the rapid decrease in tempera-
ture to the ambient value near the top of the fountain is due to the fluctuations in the fountain 
height, where measurements of the upflow temperature are a time average of the temperature 
of the fountain fluid and that of the ambient fluid. 
The calculated velocities and buoyancies in the fountain downflow are plotted in fig-
ures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), respectively. Figure 4.5(a) shows that all the formulations predict a 
rapid increase in the downflow velocity from zero at the top of the fountain to a maximum 
near z = 0.6zf, followed by a decrease of 10 - 15% down to z = 0. The only experimental 
measurements of the downflow velocity with which to compare these theoretical results were 
made by Mizushina et al. (1982, figure 7), who measured the ratio of ud/uu at two different 
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heights. These measurements, when combined with their data for the upflow velocity (see fig-
ure 4.4b), indicate that the downflow velocity decreased by about 30± 15% from z = 0.54z1 to 
z = 0.24z1, where the error has been estimated from the scatter in the experimental data. It may 
be noted that this measured decrease is somewhat greater than my calculations of a 5 - 10% 
decrease in velocity between these heights. 
Figure 4.5(b) shows that the calculated buoyancy decreases by 50 - 60% between the top 
of the fountain and the source, and the magnitude of the buoyancy depends on the formulation 
used. These calculations can also be compared with the experimental data of Mizushina et 
al. (1982). From their measurements of the ratio of 11d / 11u (Mizushina et al. 1982, figure 8), 
together with their data for the upflow buoyancy (see figure 4.4c), the downflow buoyancy 
is estimated to decrease by about 25 ± 20% from z = 0.54z1 to z = 0.24z1. This decrease is 
comparable to my calculated buoyancy decrease of approximately 20% between these heights. 
In summary, the calculated fountain properties agree well with the available experimental 
measurements over most of the fountain height. The largest deviations arise near the top of 
the fountain, which probably reflects the fact that elements of fluid come to rest at different 
heights, in contrast to the simple assumption that all the fluid comes to rest at the same height 
(c.f. figure 4.3). 
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4.3 An axisymmetric fountain in a stratified fluid 
In chapter 2, I measured the fountain properties in terms of the dimensionless parameter 
<J = M;N2 / F02 , and showed that there are two distinct regimes of behaviour which are rep-
resented by basal and intermediate spreading. The transition between these regimes occurs 
at a critical value of <Jc = 5.0, so that for <J < <Jc, basal spreading occurs, while for <J > <Jc, 
intermediate intrusion takes place. 
When intermediate spreading occurs, the basic fountain model remains unchanged from 
that presented in §4.2 - a central jet-like upflow is surrounded by an annular plume-like 
downflow. The equations for the fountain upflow, before the downflow have formed, now 
include the effect of the ambient density stratification: 
dQ = 2aM1/2 
dz ' 
dM2 = 2FQ 
dz ' 
(4.25) 
The equations for the conservation of volume flux ((4.4), (4.5)) and momentum flux ((4.8) 
and (4.10) or (4.11) and (4.12)) remain unchanged from those in a homogeneous fluid. In 
an ambient density gradient, however, the conservation of buoyancy flux in the upflow and 
downflow, respectively, becomes 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
When the possibility of intermediate intrusion is included, there are three outcomes of the 
model. In a strong gradient ( <J • 00 ), the solution for the downflow buoyancy flux falls to 
zero at an intermediate height, and the momentum flux is reduced to zero closer to the source. 
An approximation for the spreading height is obtained by calculating the fluid density at the 
point where the downflow momentum flux becomes equal to zero, and finding where the fluid 
of this density would intrude in the environment (figure 4.6a). As the conditions approach 
the transition between the two regimes of behaviour ( <J ~ <Jc), the buoyancy flux falls to zero 
above the source but the downflow still has momentum at the base (figure 4.6b ). In this case, the 
density of the downflow as it reaches the base is calculated, and this density used to determine 
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the spreading height. In the third case ( cr ----+ 0), neither the buoyancy or momentum fluxes in 
the downflow reach zero, and basal spreading occurs (figure 4.6c). 
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Figure 4.6: To determine the spreading height in a stratified fluid either (a) the density of the downflow 
is found at the point where the momentum flux falls to zero, and the level where this fluid wou
ld intrude 
is calculated, (b) the density of the now buoyant falling fluid when it reaches the base is determined, and 
the level where this fluid would intrude is calculated or ( c) the downflow reaches the base still heavier 
than its environment and basal spreading occurs. 
In the experimental study of fountains in a stratified fluid ( chapter 2), the source character-
istics were analysed in detail, and it was found that the flow was turbulent from the source and
 
the virtual point source was located 1 cm below the base of the tank. The numerical integration
 
of the entrainment equations is therefore started at the level of the actual source (z0 = 0.01 m) 
with an effective radius of r0 = 4.16 x 10-3 m and a non-zero volume flux. As the flow is 
no longer assumed to originate from a point source, the entrainment equations must be solved
 
in their dimensional form ((4.4), (4.5), (4.26), (4.27) together with either (4.8) and (4.10), or 
(4.11) and (4.12)). 
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4.3.1 Results 
In §4.2.3, the numerical results for the special case of a homogeneous environm
ent ( cr = 0) 
were discussed. Before proceeding to apply the model to flows
 with any value of cr, I first 
consider the other limiting case of <J • 00 • 
4.3.1.1 Theoretical results for cr • 00 
I have shown in chapter 2 that as <J • 00 , the fountain heights are 
given by z = CM;14N-1!2 
with experimentally determined constants Ci, C 1 and Cs for the
 initial, final and spreading 
heights, respectively. To obtain a numerical prediction of these co
nstants, the slope of a plot of 
the calculated fountain heights against M;
14N-112 was obtained. The value of N was fixed at 
N = 1 s-1, while M 0 was varied between 5 x 10-
8 
- 1 x 10-4 m4 s- 2 . The region corresponding 
to fountains less than 2 cm in height was excluded, as the effect of 
a finite source is considerable 
at small heights. Using the entrainment coefficient a= 0.085 ± 0.0
10, the numerical prediction 
of Ci= 3.29 ± 0.16 agrees well with the experimentally determine
d value of Ci= 3.25 ± 0.17. 
The final and spreading heights were calculated for the two bod
y force formulations and 
the two entrainment formulations, using a= 0.085 ± 0.010 and~
= y = 0.147 ± 0.014, with 
the results shown in table 4.2. For the homogeneous results , BFI
IEII underestimated the final 
height. Here, this combination predicts a final height of c1 = 
3.23 ± 0.16 and a spreading 
height of Cs = 1.60 ± 0.10, both of which slightly overestimate th
e experimentally determined 
values of C1 = 3.00 ± 0.23 and Cs= 1.53 ± 0.10, respectively (§2.2.4). The clos
est agreement 
with the experimental results is obtained using BFIEII (C1 = 2.98 ± 0.12, Cs =
 1.53 ± 0.06). 
However, as all of the formulations predict final and spreading 
heights which lie within the 
error bars of the experimentally determined results, these result
s do not clearly support any 
particular one of the formulations. This result is not unexpected,
 as the downflow velocity is 
smaller when intermediate intrusion occurs, and it was shown in 
§2.2.5 that the distance over 
which the upflow and downflow interact clearly affects the amoun
t by which the final fountain 
height is reduced from the initial value (figure 2.8). In a homogeneous fluid,
 z;/z1 = 1.43 
(Turner 1966), but this ratio falls to z;/z1 = 1.05 as the spreading height reaches a maximum. 
With such a small difference between Zi and ZJ, the scope for any d
ifferences between the four 
formulations is similarly reduced. 
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Entrainment I Entrainment II 
Body force I Ct= 2.80±0.15 Ct= 2.98 ± 0.12 
Cs= 1.43 ± 0.08 Cs= 1.50± 0.06 
Body force II Ct= 2.94±0.15 Ct= 3.23 ± 0.16 
Cs= 1.57 ± 0.08 Cs= 1.60±0.10 
Table 4.2: Calculated values of the constants in the expression z = C
 x M;14N- 112 for the final (CJ) 
and spreading (Cs) heights of an axisymmetric fountain as cr • oo. 
4.3.1.2 Theoretical results for O < cr < 00 
Of the four possible model variations, those including the second entrain
ment formulation 
gave the best results at cr = 0, while little difference was observed betwe
en the formulations at 
cr-----+ oo. The second entrainment formulation (variations BFIEII and BFIIEII) is therefore
 now 
used to model the fountain for the full range of cr. 
In chapter 2, I showed that the fountain heights in a stratified fluid 
are quantified by 
z = f( cr)M;14 F0- 112 , where f( cr) is different for the initial, final and spreading heights. Nu-
merical predictions for f( cr) for the initial, final and spreading heights were obtained for 
cr = 10-1 - 104 by fixing F0 = 5 x 10-
5 m4 s-3 and varying M 0 from (0.07 - 3) x 10-3 m4 s-2 
and N between 0.2 - 1.6 s- 1. Tests of the program showed that for any 
value of cr, f( cr) was 
independent of the actual values of M 0 , F0 and N. The numerical res
ults using BFIEII and 
BFIIEII with a= 0.085 and ~ = y = 0.147 are shown in comparison with the expe
rimental 
results in figure 4.7. The results using BFIIEII (figure 4.7b) give the better prediction 
of the 
experimental results over the full range of cr. 
From the numerical results, it is also possible to predict the critical value 
of O"c which quan-
tifies the transition between basal and intermediate spreading. Using BF
IEII gives O"c = 8.5, 
while the prediction of O"c = 5.2 obtained using BFIIEII is in much bette
r agreement with the 
experimentally determined value of O"c = 5.0 ± 0.1. 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the experimental measurements off( a) for the initial, final and 
spreading heights and the numerical predictions obtained using a= 0.085, p = y = 0.147 in the for-
mulations: (a) BFIEII and (b) BFIIEII. Also shown on the figures are the three regimes of behaviour 
corresponding to the different methods of determining the spreading height. 
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Based on these results in a stratified fluid, the model is expected to
 give reasonably accu-
rate predictions of the fountain properties in an arbitrary density g
radient, especially in cases 
where intermediate intrusion occurs. In particular, the theoretical m
odel could be applied in a 
confined stratified environment to quantify the changing fountain h
eight at small times when 
the ambient density stratification remains strong. As the environmen
t becomes homogeneously 
mixed at later times, however, the fountain heights are better approx
imated using the homoge-
neous fountain height formulation given in §3.2.3. A similar result is expected t
o apply to line 
fountains. I therefore now develop a theoretical model of a line fo
untain in a stratified fluid, 
which could be used to quantify the early evolution of a line fount
ain in a confined stratified 
environment. 
4.4 A line fountain in a stratified fluid 
In this section, I develop a theoretical model of a line fountain in
 a stratified fluid. The 
equations which quantify the flow when the profile is symmetric ar
e presented in §4.4.1. These 
equations are then integrated numerically and the calculated heights
 are compared with exper-
imental measurements. In §4.4.2, the equations for an asymmetric profile are d
eveloped, and 
the calculated heights are again compared with experimental data. 
4.4.1 Symmetric profile 
In the initial flow of a line fountain in which the upflow mixes dir
ectly with the environ-
ment, the width, velocity and buoyant acceleration are quantified 
using the two dimensional 
entrainment equations: 
d 
-(2bu) = 2au, 
dz 
~ (2bu2 ) = 2h11, 
dz 
d 
-(2bu11) = -2buN2 , 
dz 
(4.28) 
where bis now the half-width of the upflow. The initial fountain he
ight, Zi, is again defined as 
the height at which the momentum flux falls to zero. 
When the profile of a line fountain is symmetric (see figure 4.8), the entrainment eq
uations 
are derived using the same body force and entrainment formulations
 as those presented in §4.2 
for axisymmetric fountains. The fluxes per unit length of volume, m
omentum and buoyancy in 
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the upflow and in the downflow are defined to be 
qu = 2buUu 
mu= 2buu~ 
qd = (bd - hu)ud 
md = (bd - hu)u~ 
fu = 2buuuf1u fd = (bd - hu)udf1d. 
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(4.29) 
As the downflow properties are identical on both sides of the upflow, they are calculated for 
one side only. 
zfs zfa 
my 
my 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.8: Schematic illustration of a line fountain when the profile is (a) symmetric and (b) asym-
metric. 
The conservation of volume flux in the upflow and each downflow is given by 
d 
dz (2buuu) = 2wa - 2w~ (4.30) 
d 
dx ([bd - hu]ud) = W~ + my- Wcx, (4.31) 
where Wa, w~ and my are the entrainment velocities, which are given by ( 4.23) in the first 
entrainment formulation and ( 4.24) in the second entrainment formulation. The expressions 
for the conservation of buoyancy in the upflow and downflow are 
d 2 
-(2buuuf1u) = -2buuuN - 2Waf1d - 2w~f1u dz 
d 2 dx ([bd - hu]ud!1d) = -[bd - hu]udN - Waf1d - W~f1u. 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
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In the first body force formulation, the acceleration of the upfl
ow depends only on ~u, and 
the conservation of momentum flux in the upflow is given by 
d 2 
-(2buuu) = 2bu~u - 2WaUd - 2W~Uu, 
dz 
(4.34) 
while an expression for the conservation of total momentum
 flux across the upflow and the 
downflows on both sides is 
d 2 d 2 
-(2buuu) - 2-([bd - bu]ud) = 2bu~u - 2[bd -bu]~d-
dz dx 
(4.35) 
The conservation of momentum flux in the downflow is theref
ore 
d . 2 dx ([bd - bu]ud) = [bd - bu]~d - Waud - W~Uu, (4.36) 
In the second body force formulation, the body forces acting o
n the upflow are again mea-
sured relative to the accelerating downflow, which completely
 surrounds the upflow. The con-
servation of momentum flux in the upflow is therefore 
d 2 ( dud) 
-(2buuu) = 2bu ~u +~d- Ud- -2WaUd-2W~Uu, dz dx 
(4.37) 
which, combined with ( 4.35) gives 
d 2 ( d~) dx ([bd - bu]ud) = [bd - bu]~d + bu ~d - Ud dx - Waud - W~Uu , ( 4.38) 
for the conservation of momentum flux in the downflow. 
To model a line fountain in a stratified fluid, I concentrate on
 the flow when cr* -+ oo. In 
this case, the downflow buoyancy flux becomes equal to zero
 at an intermediate height, and 
the momentum flux is reduced to zero closer to the source (as in §4.3). The s
preading height is 
determined by calculating the fluid density at the point where 
the momentum flux equals zero 
and finding where fluid with this density would intrude in the 
environment. 
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The dimensionless properties are: 
_ 1/3N-2/3 ~ b _ l/3N-2/3b~ z-mo z -mo 
u = m;13 N 113a 
~ = m;/3 N4/3 A 
co= m;/3 Nl /3{i) 
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(4.39) 
and f.12 = 1. Using (4.39), equations (4.30) - (4.33) with either (4.34) and (4.38) or (4.37) an
d 
( 4.38) simplify to: 
with either 
or 
where 
dqu 2 ~ 2 ~ dz = COa - co~ 
d~ qd ~ ~ ~ 
- = COA + (t),,- co di .., -r a 
d]u = -q~ - 2{i) ]d - 2WA J,,, 
'dz u aqd 1-'qu 
d ]d ~ ~ ]d ~ J,,, 
di = -qd- COa-:- - CO~--:-qd qu 
d ~2 ~2 mu ~ ~ 4 mu ( ~ ~ ) 
-_ = 2fuqu - --::- Bcoa + co~ dz qu 
d ~2 ~ ~ md ~ mumd ( ~ ~ ) 
di =
 2fdqd - 2-_ - Bcoa + co~ 
qu 
dm~ ~ ~ lnulnd ( A ~ A - 2 / B ~ ~ ) 
dz =2fuqu+4~ 2+ACOy+ 2+A co~-coa 
dm~ ~ ~ m~ ( A ~ A - 2/ B ~ ~ ) 
- = 2-l'dqd+2- --rn,,+---COA-CO di Ji ~ 2+A-r 2+A .., a 
~2 
A= qumd 
~ qdmu 
B = c]umd 
c]dlnu. 
(4.40) 
( 4.41) 
(4.42) 
( 4.43) 
(4.44) 
( 4.45) 
( 4.46) 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
The starting conditions for the downflow are obtained by assuming that th
e upflow divides 
evenly at the fountain height so that '1d(x = 0) = '1u(z1)/2 and ld(x = 0) = -l,,/z1)/2. 
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4.4.1.1 Results and comparison with experiment 
The initial, final and spreading fountain heights were calculated using t
he same numerical 
procedure outlined in §4.2.2. The integration is started at a height z0 = 0.01 above th
e virtual 
line source with fh0 = 1, J0 = -1 and q0 = 2(az0 ) 1!2 (where q0 (z0 ) was found from a solution 
of ( 4.28) for a jet). 
First, the upflow equations were integrated numerically using a= 0.0
80 ± 0.015 to give 
a value of Zi = 2.45 ± 0.16. This calculated initial height agrees well w
ith the experimental 
value of Zi = 2.46 ± 0.08. The calculated final and spreading heights for
 the four formulations 
are shown in table 4.3. The calculated final heights are lower than the
 experimental value of 
Zfs = 2.43 ± 0.20, with BFIIEII giving the closest agreement at Zfs = 2.34 ± 0.08. This 4% 
difference between the calculated and experimentally measured height
s is comparable to the 
result obtained from the axisymmetric fountain model (§4.3.1.1). 
Entrainment I Entrainment II 
Body force I Zfs = 1.84 ± 0.06 Zfs = 2.03 ± 0.06 
Zs= 0.53 ± 0.04 Zs= 0.62± 0.03 
Body force II Zfs = 1.98 ± 0.07 Zfs = 2.34 ± 0.08 
Zs= 0.61 ± 0.04 Zs= 0.78 ± 0.04 
Table 4.3: Calculated results for the final symmetric (Zfs) and spreading (zs) heights of
 a line fountain 
as a* • oo. 
The calculated spreading heights are between 27% and 50% lower than
 the experimental 
value of Zs = 1.07 ± 0.05 ( c.f. §4.3.1.1 where the calculated spreading height of an ax
isym-
metric fountain agreed well with experimental measurements). Once again, the formu
lation 
BFIIEII gives the closest agreement with experimental results. A numbe
r of factors could con-
tribute to the low value of the calculated spreading height. First, a low 
value of the calculated 
final height will cause a decrease in the calculated spreading height. In t
he best of the formula-
tions (BFIIEII), however, the calculated final height is only 4% lower than the experime
ntally 
measured final height, while the calculated spreading height underest
imates the experimen-
tal value by 27%. A second possible cause for the low spreading he
ight is that the model 
underestimates the amount of mixing into the fountain. If ~ is decreased to the jet value o
f 
~ = 0.074 ± 0.004, the final symmetric height falls by around 1 %, while the calculated spread-
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ing height increases by 9%. While this improves the agreement, it s
till results in a calculated 
spreading height that underestimates the experimental value by arou
nd 18 % . 
4.4.2 Asymmetric profile 
In chapter 2, the observation was made that the profile of a line 
fountain remains pre-
dominantly symmetric in a stratified fluid. It is still of interest, how
ever, to develop a model 
of a line fountain with an asymmetric profile. When the fount
ain profile is asymmetric, 
the second entrainment formulation (§4.2.1.2) is immediately applicable, while 
it must be 
noted that in the first entrainment formulation (§4.2.1.1), the entrainment velocity i
nto the up-
flow, Wa = a( uu + ud), depends on whether the fluid is being entrained from the environment 
(ud = 0) or from the downflow (ud > 0) (see figure 4.8). While the first body force for
mulation 
can been applied directly, it is not immediately obvious how to quan
tify the second body force 
formulation, as the immediate environment of the upflow consists of
 the stationary ambient on 
one side and the accelerating downflow on the other. I therefore fo
cus here on using the first 
body force formulation. 
The upflow entrains fluid from the downflow and directly from the e
nvironment, while the 
downflow entrains fluid from both the upflow and environment. Th
e conservation of volume 
flux in the upflow and downflow is given by: 
and 
d 
-(2buuu) = Wa + CXUu - Wp, dz 
d 
d.x ([bd -bu]ud) = Wp + COy- Wa, 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
where Wa, Wp and COy are again given by ( 4.23) in the first entrainment formulation 
and ( 4.24) 
in the second entrainment formulation. Expressions for the conser
vation of buoyancy in the 
upflow and downflow are: 
and 
d 2 
-(2buui/.lu) = -2buuuN - Wa!.ld - Wp!.lu, dz 
d 2 d.x ([bd - hu]ud!.ld) = -[bd - hu]udN - Wa!.ld - Wp!.lu. 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
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In the first body force formulation, the conservation of momentum
 flux in the upflow is 
given by 
d 2 
-(2buuu) = 2bu.!3.u - roaud - (J)~Uu, 
dz 
The conservation of total momentum flux across the upflow and dow
nflow is written as 
d 2 d 2 
-(2buuu) - d.x ([bd - bu]ud) = 2bu!iu - [bd - bu]!id, dz 
so that the conservation of momentum flux in the downflow is 
d 2 d.x ([bd - bu]ud) = [bd - bu]!id - roaud - ro~uu, 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
Using ( 4.29) to define the fluxes of volume, momentum and buoyancy, and ( 4.39) t
o non-
dimensionalise the quantities, these equations simplify to 
dqu = CDa + a;ilu - CD~ dz 
dqd _ _ _ 
di = ro~ + COy - roa 
d]u _ - fd - fu 
-_ = -qu - roa-:- - ro~-=-
dz qd qu 
d]d _ - fd - fu 
-_ = -qd - roa-:- - ro~-=-
di qd qll 
d -2 - -mu 2 l - 2 mumd ( - B - ) 
-_ = Juqu - -_ - roa + (J)~ 
dz qd 
d -2 -2 md - md ( ) 
di = 2fdqd - 2--=- CDa + Bro~ . qd 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
In this case, the starting conditions for the downflow are given by q
d(i = 0) = i1.u(z1) and 
Jd(x = 0) = - lu(ZJ ). 
4.4.2.1 Results and comparison with experiments 
The numerical procedure outlined in §4.2.2 was used to calculate the initial, 
final and 
spreading heights of an asymmetric line fountain. Using values o
f a= 0.080 ± 0.015 and 
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~ = y = 0.147 ± 0.014, the equations were integrated numerically to
 give the values for the 
asymmetric height that are shown in table 4.4. 
cr* • oo 
BFIEI Zfs = 1.84 ± 0.05 
Zfa = 1.84 ± 0.04 
BFIEII Zfs = 2.03 ± 0.05 
ZJa = 2.04 ± 0.05 
Table 4.4: Comparison between the symmetric (Zfs) and asymmetric (Z
fa) heights of a line fountain 
calculated as a* • 00 for the two formulations BFIEI and B
FIEII. 
The calculated asymmetric heights are 10 - 20% lower tha
n the experimental value of 
ZJa = 2.27 ± 0.20. These calculated values were obtained usin
g the first body force formulation 
only - if an appropriate second body force formulation cou
ld be developed, the agreement 
between the calculated and experimental values should improv
e (in the symmetric line fountain 
model and the axisymmetric fountain model, the best agreem
ent was obtained using BFIIEII). 
For the.two formulations used, the difference between the cal
culated asymmetric and sym-
metric heights is negligible. The asymmetric model therefore 
does not predict the 7% decrease 
in height (see §2.3 .3) when the fountain profile becomes asymmetric. 
One possible reason why the model does not predict a small
er asymmetric height relates 
to a feature of the experiments that was not modelled theoreti
cally: the line fountain extended 
across the width of the tank, effectively separating the ambie
nt fluid on either side. Any hor-
izontal flow established in the environment (if, for example, more fluid 
was entrained into 
one side of the fountain at any stage) would transport fluid directly throug
h the fountain. In 
a turbulent jet, the effect of a uniform crossflow is limited to the regions whe
re the velocity 
of the crossflow is comparable to the axial fluid velocity. In 
these regions, the velocity of jet 
decreases at a faster rate than when there is no crossflow pr
esent (Fischer et al. 1979; List 
1982a). In a turbulent line fountain, a more rapid decrease in the upflow v
elocity as a result 
of a crossflow would lead to a smaller fountain height. The 
effect of any crossflow could be 
examined in the further experiments that are outlined in §6.2. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
I have developed theoretical models of axisymmetric and line founta
ins, in which sets 
of entrainment equations are used to quantify the turbulent mixing be
tween the upflow, the 
downflow and the environment. In this modelling, I have focused on th
e effects that different 
formulations of the body forces and entrainment velocities have on th
e fountain properties. 
In the two body force formulations considered, the buoyant accelerat
ion of the upflow was 
measured relative to either the stationary environment (BFI) or to the accelerating dow
nflow 
(BFll). In the two entrainment formulations, the entrainment into the upflow was qua
ntified 
using either the velocity difference between the upflow and downflow 
(EI) or the velocity of 
the upflow (Ell). 
For the axisymmetric fount~n, all four variations of the entrainment e
quations were inte-
grated numerically to calculate the initial, final and spreading heights o
f the fountain, as well 
as the radius, velocity and buoyancy of the upflow and downflow. In
 a homogeneous fluid, 
the calculated final fountain heights were all lower than the experiment
al measurements, with 
the differences between theory and experiment ranging from about 40%
 (using BFI and EI) to 
about 15% (using BFll and Ell). This difference between the model and experimental me
asure-
ments probably reflects the fact that both the assumed top hat profiles a
nd the model pictured 
in figure 4.3 are only rough descriptions of the actual behaviour near t
he top of the fountain. 
The theoretical model also gave predictions of the velocity and buoyanc
y in the upflow, as well 
as the radius of the upflow and downflow. These calculated properties w
ere compared with all 
available experimental data, and were found to be in good agreement. 
In a stratified fluid, the equations for an axisymmetric fountain were
 integrated to give 
the initial, final and spreading heights as a function of the dimensionl
ess parameter, CT, as it 
varies from CT = 0 (homogeneous fluid) to CT --+ 00 (stratified fluid with zero buoyanc
y flux 
at the source). As the spreading height rises to an intermediate level (at larger values 
of CT), 
the interaction between the upflow and downflow decreases, and cons
equently there is little 
difference between the four formulations at large values of CT. The best a
greement over the full 
range of CT was obtained using the combination of body force and ent
rainment formulations 
that best predicted the fountain heights in a homogeneous fluid (BFll and Ell). 
The results for the axisymmetric fountain indicated that the model coul
d be used to quan-
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tify the height of a fountain in a confined stratified environment duri
ng the early stages of the 
evolution when the ambient stratification is strong. Based on this 
conclusion, a theoretical 
model of a line fountain in a stratified environment was developed
. Two models were pre-
sented: one to quantify the flow when the fountain profile is symmetr
ic, and the other for when 
the profile is asymmetric. 
Using the two body force formulations and two entrainment formu
lations, the equations 
for a symmetric profile were integrated numerically to calculate th
e initial, final symmetric 
and spreading heights of the fountain. The best agreement between t
he calculated and experi-
mentally measured final symmetric height was again obtained using t
he formulations BFII and 
Ell. The calculated spreading height significantly underestimated the
 experimental measure-
ments. 
The equations developed for an asymmetric profile included both 
entrainment formula-
tions, but only the first body force formulation. The calculated asym
metric final heights were 
lower than the experimental measurements, and it was noted that th
ere was only a negligible 
difference between the calculated asymmetric and symmetric heigh
ts. This result contrasts 
experimental measurements, where the asymmetric height was abou
t 7% lower than the sym-
metric height. The source of this discrepancy could be determine
d in further experiments 
(described in §6.2). As for the axisymmetric fountain, the model of a line fountain
 could be 
used to quantify the initial fountain evolution in a confined stratified 
environment. 
Chapter 5 
Applications 
"There are no such things as applied sciences, only the applications 
of science." 
Louis Pasteur (1822 - 1895) 
French Microbiologist 
Turbulent jets, plumes and fountains arise in a variety of geological, industrial and 
environmental situations. Some examples of these situations are outlined in 
§5.1. 
In §5.2, I use the results from the previous chapters to investigate the dynamics of 
an axisymmetlic fountain which is produced when a room or an aircraft ha
nger 
is cooled or heated. Then, in §5.3, I examine the formation and evolution of a 
turbulent line fountain as it replenishes a magma chamber. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Much of the motivation behind the study of turbulent jets, plumes and fountains has arisen 
from a need to improve our understanding of a number of flows in both na
tural and engineered 
environments. These flows, which arise in a variety of fluids and on a w
ide range of length 
scales, include: 
• smoke from chimney stacks (Briggs 1969), 
• sewerage outfall into the ocean (Koh & Brooks 1975; Fischer et al. 1979), 
• the disposal of brines from industrial processes into rivers and estuaries
 (Pincince & List 
1973), 
• the formation of 'black smokers' from hydrothermal vents on the ocean
 floor (Campbell, 
McDougall & Turner 1984), 
• columns of smoke and ash from volcanic eruptions (Sparks et al. 1998), 
• exit snow from snowplows (Lindberg & Petersen 1991 ), 
• mixing in LNG (natural gas) tanks (Germeles 1975), 
• enclosure fires (Goldman & Jaluria 1986), 
• the forced or natural ventilation of large buildings (Baines et al. 1990; Baines, Corriveau
 
& Reedman 1993), and 
• the replenishment of magma chambers (Turner & Campbell 1986; Campbell & Turner
 
1986b; Campbell & Turner 1989). 
Provided the effects of viscosity and diffusivity can be considered negli
gible, the natural 
length scale in each of these diverse flows depends on the momentum fl
ux at the source, the 
buoyancy flux at the source and the ambient density stratification. Propert
ies such as the width, 
fluid velocity or terminal height can then be quantified using the charac
teristic length scale 
combined with the experimentally determined constants for the relevant 
flow (i.e. jet, plume 
or fountain). This fact was clearly demonstrated by Wilson et al. (1978) in their analysi
s of 
the height reached by volcanic clouds of ash. By extrapolating laborato
ry measurements of 
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plumes in a stratified environment to scales up to five orders of magn
itude larger, Wilson et 
al. (1978) used assumed eruption details and atmospheric conditions to accurately pred
ict the 
40 km height reached by the cloud of ash released in the 1956 eruption of
 Bezymianny, Russia. 
Two contrasting examples of situations in which turbulent fountains a
rise are the forced 
heating or cooling of a room or aircraft hanger, and the replenishment o
f a magma chamber. In 
both cases the ambient air or magma may be stratified and, consequentl
y, an understanding of 
the flow behaviour and evolution requires the analysis presented in the p
revious chapters. 
5.2 Fountains to heat or cool buildings 
In an enclosed building, axisymmetric turbulent fountains arise either wh
en hot air is forced 
down through ceiling vents into a cold room, or when cool air is fo
rced up through floor 
vents into a hot room. When the ambient air is thermally stratified, the
 flow dynamics can be 
described using the stratified fountain filling box model developed in c
hapter 3. To illustrate 
the application of the model to building ventilation, I consider in §5.2.1 a small, wa
rm room 
that is cooled by the injection of cold air through a vent in the floor, and, in §5.2.2 an aircra
ft 
hanger heated by the downward injection of hot air through multiple vents in the ceiling. I
n 
both examples a closed system is assumed in which air is removed thr
ough vents on or near 
the floor (when heating) or the ceiling (when cooling) at the same rate at which the hea
ted or 
cooled air is injected again through the other vent as a fountain. This positioning of the outflo
w 
vents ensures that the removal of air does not interfere with the dynamic
s of the fountain. 
5.2.1 A fountain of cold air in a warm room 
In this example, I consider a small room 5 m x 5 min area and 4 m h
igh, in which the 
ambient temperature increases with height (figure 5.1). This room is cooled by the injection o
f 
cold air through a vent in the floor, with air removed at the same rate th
rough an identical vent 
in the ceiling. The relevant parameters and their assumed values are sum
marized in table 5.1. 
The lower, inhabited region of the room is cooled faster when the cold a
ir forms a fountain 
which spreads along the floor. This condition requires the parameter a 
to be less than <Jc = 5, 
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29°c 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of a room that is cooled by the injection of a fountain of cold air 
through a vent in the floor. 
Property Value 
cross sectional room area A 25 m2 
room height H 4m 
ambient temperature at floor T1 25°c 
ambient temperature gradient dT/dz l °C/m 
thermal expansion coefficient ~ 1/300 K- 1 
buoyancy frequency N 0.18 s- 1 
volume flux at source Qo 0.02 m3 s- 1 
vent area A v 0.01 m2 
Table 5.1: Assumed values of the parameters used in the calculations for a warm room cooled by a 
fountain of cold air. 
so that the temperature difference at the source satisfies 
l'!,,T 2:: QoN 
A gR 1 1'> ' 
V fJ(JC 
(5.1) 
where, in the definition of cr, M0 = Q; /A v and F0 = g~l'!,,TQ0 . The assumed values of Q0 , N 
and Av give the result that l'!,,T 2='. 4.9°C. 
An additional restriction on l'!,,T arises if the fountain height is to remain less than the 
height, H, of the room. At t = 0, the fountain height is found from (2. 7) and (2.14) to be 
4 -1 / 4 Qo 
Zf i = (1.77-4 + 3.o- cr) (A ~/2 g~t,T) 1/ 2 (5.2) 
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The condition that Zfi < H is therefore satisfied by 
4 -4 -1 / 2 Q; 
~T 2:: (1.7T + 3.0 CT) A~/2 g~H2 
(5.3) 
Although CT is unknown at this point, it is restricted to lie in the ra
nge 0::::; CT::::; 5. Using CT= 0 
in (5.3) therefore ensures that this lower bound for ~T is satisfied, and gives t
he result that 
~T 2:: 2.6°C. By specifying that basal spreading must occur, it is ensured tha
t the fountain does 
not reach the ceiling of the room. 
The calculations presented above show that basal spreading alwa
ys occurs for injected air 
temperatures less than 20°C. The subsequent evolution of the foun
tain, as well as the changing 
temperature in the room, is determined using the stratified fountain
 filling box model developed 
in chapter 3. Table 5.2 shows ho\1/ varying the temperature of the i
njected air affects the height 
of the fountain at t = 0, the time required to establish a layer o
f cold air 2 m in depth, and 
the resulting temperature profile within this lower 2 m region. 
When the temperature of the 
injected air is ~ = 20°C, the air in the lower 2 m of the room is mixed to a hom
ogeneous 
temperature of T = 24.9°C in only 6 minutes, but little cooling oc
curs. When the injected air 
has a temperature of Ti= 10°C, it takes nearly 16 minutes to cool the lower 2 m
 to a temperature 
of between 19°C at the floor and 23°C at a height of 2 m. 
~ (OC) CT ZJ(0) (m) Time when Temperature profile (
0 C) 
Za = 2 m (mins) (floor - 2 m) 
20 4.9 2.5 6.0 24.9 
15 1.2 1.9 10.3 22.5 - 24.5 
10 0.5 1.6 15.7 19-23 
Table 5.2: Properties of the fountain and the ambient temperatu
re profile produced when a fountain 
cools an initially stratified room. 
5.2.2 Fountains of hot air in an aircraft hanger 
Aircraft hangers represent an example of a large building which i
s heated by injecting hot 
air downward through a series of vents in the ceiling to form inve
rted axisymmetric fountains. 
In this example, I consider an aircraft hanger 100 m x 100 min a
rea and 25 m high (large 
enough to accommodate a 747 or several smaller aircraft), which is heated thro
ugh an array 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of an aircraft hanger that is heated by 
the injection of multiple 
fountains of hot air through vents in the ceiling. 
Property Value 
cross sectional hanger area A 10000 m
2 
hanger height H 25m 
ambient temperature at the floor T1 0°C 
ambient temperature at the ceiling Tr 10°c 
ambient temperature gradient dT/dz 0.4°C/m 
thermal expansion coefficient ~ 1/300 K- 1 
buoyancy frequency N 0.11 s-
1 
volume flux at the source Qo 0.5 m3 s- 1 
vent area Av 0.1 m
2 
number of vents 100 
Table 5.3: Assumed values of the parameters used in the calculations for a co
ld aircraft hanger heated 
by a series of fountains of hot air. 
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of 10 x 10 vents (figure 5.2). The 10 m spacing between the vents (and 5 m spacing between 
the vents and the walls) is sufficient to ensure that there is no direct interaction between the 
fountains. As each fountain is identical, the downflows intrude at the same 
height, with the 
outflows combining to form a single layer of warm air that extends across th
e whole hanger. 
Each fountain therefore evolves as if in a confined region with an area 1/100 of
 the total hanger 
floor area. The relevant parameters and their assumed values are shown in ta
ble 5.3. In these 
inverted fountains, the 'top' of the fountain and the 'ascending front' approach
 the floor, while 
the 'descending front' approaches the source, located in the ceiling. 
To prevent the 'top' of the fountain impinging on the floor, the temperatu
re difference 
between the injected air and the ambient at the ceiling must again satisfy (5.3), with H = 25 m. 
A value of CT= 0 is again used in (5.3) to ensure that the lower bound on the temperature 
difference is satisfied under any c·onditions - and it is found that !1T ~ 1.2°C. 
The thermal evolution of the hanger is calculated for various values of I;> l l .2
°C. In these 
calculations, the fountain height at t = 0 is determined from (5.2), while the spreading height 
is estimated from figure 2.9. As illustrated in figure 5.2, the fountain heights are
 initially calcu-
lated as distances from the source (i.e. below the ceiling) before being adjusted to give heights 
above the floor of the hanger. The position of the 'ascending' and 'descendin
g' fronts and the 
fountain height are calculated from (3.10), (3.6) and (3.23), respectively. In figure 5.3 , the 
time taken for the 'ascending' front to reach the floor is plotted against the fin
al homogeneous 
air temperature for values of I; = 11.5°C, 12°C, 13°C, 14°C, 15°C, 17.5°C, 2
0°C and 25°C. 
When I; = 11. 5° C, the ambient air temperature becomes homogeneous on a 
short timescale 
( 43 minutes), but the temperature is only increased to about 8.5°C. In contrast, for I;= 25°C, . 
it takes 63 minutes for a homogeneous temperature of 20°C to be reached. 
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Figure 5.3: Calculated time taken for the ascending front to reach the floor of a
n aircraft hanger, plotted 
against the final homogeneous air temperature. The dashed line represents th
e transition from basal to 
intermediate spreading. 
5.3 Fountains in magma chambers 
Magma chambers are large reservoirs of molten rock which form within the 
Earth's crust 
(figure 5.4). Geological evidence obtained when solidified chambers are exposed at the surface 
suggests that many of these chambers do not form in a single phase, but are c
reated over time 
by the repeated addition of small pulses of parent magma through a feeder p
ipe or dyke near 
the base (Turner & Campbell 1986; Campbell & Turner 1989). If these replenishing inputs are 
denser than the host magma and have sufficient momentum, then a turbulent
 fountain forms. 
The properties of these fountains depend on the densities of the injected and host magmas 
and on the density profile of the host magma. The chemical and physical c
hanges that lead 
to variations in the density of the host magma are discussed in §5.3.1. Then, in §5.3.2,
 I 
present some results for a dense magma that enters a chamber through a n
arrow fissure to 
form a turbulent line fountain. These calculations are designed to illustrate th
e basic fountain 
behaviour - a discussion of possible double-diffusive effects is presented in §5.3.3, while th
e 
effects of viscosity are discussed briefly in §5.3.4. 
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volcano 
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host magma 
Figure 5.4: Schematic illustration of a magma chamber. The largest known remains of a solidified 
magma chamber, the Bush veld Intrusions in South Africa, cover an area of 65000 km2 and are 7 - 9 km 
deep (Wager & Brown 1968; Eales & Cawthorn 1996). 
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5.3.1 Magma chamber evolution and replenishment 
In this example, I consider the evolution of a Mid Ocean Ridge Basa
lt (MORE) as it cools. 
Figure 5.5 illustrates how a density stratification is established in 
a magma chamber as the 
density of a MORE varies due to the process of fractionation (Campbell & Turner 1
989). 
Initially, the magma in the chamber is assumed to be thermally and
 compositionally identical 
to the parent magma in the feeder dyke (figure 5.5, point P). 
As the host magma loses heat by conduction to the cold surrounding
 rocks, the temperature 
in the chamber decreases. In a MORE, this decrease in temperature
 leads to the crystallization 
of olivine and pyroxene. The crystallization of these minerals remo
ves heavier elements, such 
as magnesium and calcium, from the melt so that the density of the re
maining magma decreases 
(figure 5.5, point A). The lighter magma rises away from the lower boundaries
 and mixes 
turbulently with the overlying magma to maintain a homogeneous
 chamber (Jellinek & Kerr 
1999a,b). The rapid injection of parent magma at any time during this stage forms a tu
rbulent 
fountain. 
A further decrease in the temperature within the chamber causes pl
agioclase to crystallize 
from the melt, leading to an enrichment of the iron bearing minera
ls. The remaining magma 
consequently increases in density and flows along the chamber boun
daries to pond at the floor. 
As the fractionation of plagioclase continues, the progressively de
nser magma arriving at the 
floor establishes a stratified layer (figure 5.5a, point B), which increases in depth (
figure 5.5a, 
point C). The rapid injection of dense parent magma at either of these stages forms a tu
rbulent 
fountain in a stratified environment. Once the density of the mag
ma pooling at the floor of 
the chamber increases beyond that of the parent magma, the replen
ishment takes the form of a 
pure or forced plume in a stratified environment. 
5.3.2 Rapid replenishment by a dense parent magma 
Some results are now presented to quantify the behaviour of a turb
ulent line fountain that 
is formed when parent magma is injected upwards through a fissure at the base of the ch
amber. 
The fountain properties are calculated at various stages in the fractio
nation sequence described 
in §5.3.1. In these examples, I consider a chamber which is L = 100 km in 
width, several 
kilometres in depth, and which develops a stratified region appro
ximately 1 km deep. The 
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Figure 5.5: The evolution of a MORB chamber during the process of
 fractionation, (a) showing how 
a stable density stratification may be established, and (b) showing typical values o
f the temperature 
and density (modified from Campbell & Turner 1989). The plotted densities in (a) a
nd (b) refer to the 
density of the host magma at the base of the chamber; the homogene
ous region overlying the stratified 
magma remains at a constant density. 
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density of the parent magma remains fixed at a value of Pi = 2690 kg m-
3 that is typical 
of a MORB (Campbell & Turner 1989). Figure 5.5(b) shows typical changes in the den
sity 
of a MORB as the temperature of the host magma decreases. At point 
A, the density in the 
homogeneously mixed chamber is reduced by 30 kg m-
3 to p0 = 2660 kg m-
3
. As stratification 
develops, the density of the host magma at the floor of the chamber increas
es from 2660 kg m-3 
to 2690 kg m-3 (figure 5.5(b), point C). To illustrate a range of behaviour, fissure widths
 of 
d = 1 m, 3 m and 10 m are used. 
The volume flux of injected magma depends on the mechanism by which the flow rises 
through the feeder dyke and into the chamber. If the inflowing magma is 
assumed to rise 
through the fissure as a result of its buoyancy with respect to the surroun
ding wall rocks, then 
the flow rate for turbulent flow is given by 
o - d3/2 q = (g~p) 1/2 fPi , (5.4) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration, ~p is the average density differe
nce between the 
input magma and the wall rocks of the fissure and f is a friction coefficient (Huppert & Sparks 
1985). To calculate a flow rate for the three assumed fissure widths (table 5.4), prob
able 
values of ~p = 300 kg m-3 and f = 0.03 are used. There is some uncertainty about the most 
appropriate values for these quantities, especially f which is known to depend weakly on the 
flow parameters. To determine if the flow is turbulent, the Reynolds num
ber, Re= q0 pd11, is 
calculated for each of the three fissure widths and for assumed magma vis
cosities of 11 = 1 Pas 
and 11 = 10 Pas (table 5.4). In all cases, with the exception of the more viscous ma
gma 
flowing through the smaller fissure, Re > 2000, indicating that the flow i
s turbulent. For the 
one exception (Re= 1600), turbulence may only just be developing. 
5.3.2.1 Homogeneous host magma (figure 5.5, point A) 
In the first stage of the evolution of the magma chamber, a fountain is 
produced by the 
injection of the dense parent magma into a lighter homogeneous environment with a density 
of Po = 2660 kg m-3. The initial and final heights of the fountains injected through the three 
fissure widths are calculated from (2.20) and (2.22) and shown in table 5.4. As the fis
sure 
width increases, so does the volume flux of the source magma, resulting
 in higher fountains. 
parameter d=lm d=3m d= lOm 
qo (m2 s- 1) 6.0 31.4 191 
Re (17 = 1 Pas) 1.6 X 104 8.4 X 104 5.1 X 105 
Re (17 = 10 Pas) 1.6 X 103 8.4 X 103 5.1 X 104 
A B C A B C A B C 
cr* 0 2 00 0 6 00 0 20 00 
Zi (m) 60 116 171 180 310 355 601 814 792 
Zf (m) 34-45 70 - 91 157 - 168 103 - 136 203 - 257 327 - 350 344- 453 610- 730 731 - 782 
Zs (m) 0 0 74 0 0 154 0 249 344 
Pc (kg m- 3) - 2684 - - 2680 - - 2674 -
~Pe (kgm- 3) - 2.3 5.1 - 6.2 10.6 - 16.3 23.7 
td (days) 0 0 6.1 0 0 2.9 0 1.1 1.3 
t * (days) 5.6 8.6 14.9 3.2 4.7 6.2 1.8 1.8 2.2 
Za (t* ) (m) 59 109 243 178 303 483 592 804 1008 
volume ratio 0.49 0.41 0.32 0.49 0.42 0.34 0 .50 0.37 0.36 
Table 5.4: Properties of line fountains injected into a magma chamber at points A, Band C from figure 5.5. 
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For a fissure width of d = 1 m, the fountain has an initial height of only 60 m and 
remains 
small compared to the height of the chamber. For a d = 10 m fissure, the fountain re
aches an 
initial height of 601 m. 
When the dense downflow reaches the floor of the chamber, it spreads laterally as a
 thin 
layer. The continued influx of magma results in this layer increasing in thickness and b
ecoming 
stratified. The results of the line fountain filling box model developed by Baines et al
. (1990) 
are used to obtain quantitative predictions of the depth of the spreading layer and the
 time at 
which the ascending front passes the top of the fountain (table 5.4). These calculations indicate 
that if d = 1 m, it takes 5.6 days to establish a stratified layer 59 min depth, and if d =
 10 m, 
it takes only 1.8 days to establish a layer that is 592 m deep. 
5.3.2.2 Stratified host magma .(figure 5.5, points B & C) 
The dense magma which ponds at the base of the chamber as a result of the cry
stal-
lization of plagioclase has a density, Pb, which may increase from Pb = 2660 kg m-
3 to 
p b = 2690 kg m - 3. Further increase in p b would then result in the replenishing magma 
forming 
plumes rather than fountains (Cardoso & Woods 1993). If Pb= 2680 kg m-
3
, for example, the 
total density variation over a H = 1000 m deep stratified region of the chamber is 20
 kg m - 3 . 
It is then assumed that the stratification is linear ( or can be approximated as linear), giving a 
buoyancy frequency of N = 8.5 x 10-3 s-
1
. The values of cr* calculated for each of the three 
fissure widths correspond to the three regimes of behaviour; cr* < cr: , cr* ~ cr: and cr* > cr: 
(table 5.4). The analytical functions given in (2.21) and (2.23) are used to estimate the initial 
and final fountain heights, while the spreading heights are estimated from the expe
rimental 
data (figure 2.14c ). For fissure widths of d = 1 m and d = 3 m, the downflow spreads along 
the base of the chamber, although the conditions for a d = 3 m fissure are close to
 critical 
(cr* ~ cr: ). If d = 1 m, a small fountain with an initial height of 116 m forms. As d increases, 
so does the height of the fountain: flow through a fissure width of d = 10 m produces a
 fountain 
with an initial height of 814 m. The ambient density variation over the initial fountain
 height, 
~Pe = Zi ( dp /dz), is also shown in table 5.4. 
The value of Pb which corresponds to the critical conditions between intermediate and 
basal spreading are also calculated for each of the fissure widths. For this critical de
nsity Pc, 
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N 2 = -(g/pc)(Po - Pc)/H and f a = (g/pc)(Pi- Pc)qo, giving 
cr* = m~Pc (Pc - Po) 
c Hgq;(Pi - Pc)2 · 
(5.5) 
Writing m0 in terms of q0 and rearranging (5.5) results in a quadratic expression for 
Pc with 
the one realistic root given by 
2Hgd2a: pi - Poq~-qa(4Hgd2 a~pi(Pi - Po)+ p~q~) 
Pc = 2(Hgd2a~ - q; ) . 
(5.6) 
The calculated values of Pc for the three fissure widths under consideration 
are shown in 
table 5.4. If d = 1 m, the critical conditions are reached when Pb = 2684 kg m-
3 (strong 
stratification). For a d = 10 m fissure, the density at the floor of the chamber decreases to 
Pb= 2674 kg m-3 (weaker stratification) before the critical conditions are reached. 
When the density at the base has increased to Pb = 2690 kg m-
3 (figure 5.5, point C), the 
fountain has a zero buoyancy flux at the source. The buoyancy frequency of the
 stratified region 
is then calculated to be N = 0.01 s-
1
. The initial height, symmetric final height and spreading 
height are calculated from (2.17). As the assumed fissure width increases from d = l m to 
d = 10 m, the initial fountain height increases from 171 m to 792 m. For a 
fis sure width of 
d = 1 m, the intruding layer spreads at a height of 7 4 m, and if d = 10 m, the 
spreading height 
increases to 344 m. 
For magma injected at points B and C in figure 5.5, the subsequent evolution of the strati-
fied magma chamber follows the stratified line fountain filling box model dev
eloped in chap-
ter 3. The time taken to establish a homogeneously mixed layer is estimated 
from the time at 
which the ascending front passes the top of the fountain, t*. The values of td
 (the time taken 
for the descending front to reach the floor of the chamber), t* and za (t*) in table 5.4 are found 
from the model detailed in §3.3. Fountains entering the stratified chamber at earlier stages 
in 
the fractionation process (figure 5.5, point B) form a homogeneous layer as deep as the foun-
tain in less time than the same fountains injected at later stages (figure 5.5, point C). At any 
stage, the larger fissures (with the greater volume flux) homogenize the chamber in less time. 
Also included in table 5.4 are the calculations of the ratio of the volume of par
ent magma 
added to the volume of mixed magma in the nearly homogeneous mixed lay
er. For all three 
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fissure widths, and at all stages of the fractionation sequence, this ratio 
was calculated to be 
approximately 40%. The importance of this property in a geological co
ntext is discussed in 
§5.3.5. 
5.3.3 Double-diffusive fountains 
Magma density is a function of both composition and temperature. Apar
t from the imme-
diate dynamical significance of summing their contributions to the total d
ensity difference, the 
combined effect of compositional and thermal differences lead to a variety
 of novel convective 
phenomena known collectively as double-diffusive convection. The relative contributions to the 
total density difference from compositional differences, ~Pcomp, and from
 thermal differences, 
~Ptemp, are quantified in terms of a quantity Rp, where 
l~Pcompl. 
Rp = j ~Ptemp I 
(5.7) 
This quantity, Rp, provides a measure of the extent to which a system is 
double-diffusive; as 
Rp ---+ 1, double-diffusive convection becomes more active. A qualitative d
iscussion of double-
diffusive fountains in a homogeneous fluid was presented by Turner & C
ampbell (1986) (see 
also Campbell & Turner 1986b and Campbell & Turner 1989). In that experimental in
ves-
tigation, several regimes of behaviour were identified in terms of Rp. 
These experimental 
observations are used throughout the next section as I present a qualitat
ive discussion of the 
double-diffusive behaviour that is expected in fountains at various stages
 in the fractionation 
sequence shown in figure 5.5. 
5.3.3.1 Homogeneous host magma (figure 5.5, point A) 
Magma injected at point A in the fractionation sequence in figure 5.5 is 160°C hotter than 
the homogeneous magma in the chamber, but is 30 kg m-
3 denser. Using a thermal expansion 
coefficient of a= 5 x 10-
5 0 c-1 for a basaltic magma (Jellinek & Kerr 1999b), the thermal 
contribution to the density difference is calculated to be ~Ptemp = a~Tp0 = 2
2 kg m-3 . To 
maintain the total density difference of 30 kg m-3, therefore, the compo
sitional contribution 
is 52 kg m-3 . At this stage, Rp is large, with Rp = 2.4. Due to the large de
nsity differences, 
the relatively small fountain establishes a strongly stratified layer at the 
base of the chamber, 
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in which hot compositionally dense magma underlies cool compositionally
 lighter magma. 
Within the stratified layer, the competition between the stabilizing compositio
nal gradient and 
the destabilizing temperature gradient leads to the formation of several diffusive convecting lay-
ers (Turner 1973; Turner & Campbell 1986; Campbell & Turner 1986b). The initially smooth 
gradient therefore evolves to form a stepped profile in which the density di
fference between 
successive layers continually increases. Heat is transferred upwards through
 the diffusive in-
terfaces which separate the layers, but the density differences across the inter
faces ensure that 
the individual layers remain compositionally isolated. No further double-diffu
sive phenomena 
are observed at large values of Rp. 
5.3.3.2 Stratified host magma: 0 < cr* < 00 (figure 5.5, point B) 
Magma injected at a later stage in the fractionation sequence enters a stratified magma 
chamber (figure 5.5, point B), in which the net density difference between the parent magma 
and the host magma at the floor of the chamber is now reduced to 10 kg m-
3
. As the tempera-
ture difference of 180° C gives ~Ptemp = 24 kg m-
1
, the net density difference is maintained by 
having ~Pcomp = 34 kg m- 1. At this point, Rp = 1.4 and double-diffusive effe
cts are more im-
portant. To illustrate the types of behaviour that are expected, the three fissure
 widths are again 
used. If d = 1 m, cr* < cr~ and the qualitative fountain behaviour will initially b
e similar to that 
described in §5.3.3.1 for homogeneous surroundings. However, due to the greater thermal d
if-
ferences, the double-diffusive layers which form in the spreading layer will 
lose heat rapidly 
and the density of the spreading layer will begin to increase. Eventually, t
he density of the 
weakly stratified spreading layer may become greater than that of the downflo
w. If this occurs, 
the downflow will then begin to intrude at an intermediate height in the spre
ading layer. The 
outflow has the same density as the environment at the intrusion height, but si
nce the intruding 
fluid is hotter than its surroundings, it must be compositionally denser. Under
 these conditions, 
a diffusive interface will again form at the top of the layer, while double-diffusive fingers wil
l 
form at the base (Turner 1973). These salt fingers create a downward flux of compositionally 
dense magma that drives convection below the intrusion and hence mainta
ins a well-mixed 
region. Intermediate intrusion may therefore occur even for fountains with cr*
 < cr~. 
If magma injected at the same stage in the fractionation sequence enters the chamber 
through a d = 3 m fissure, the conditions are close to critical ( cr* ~ cr~), and the fountain 
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behaviour is expected to be qualitatively similar to that described above for 
ad = 1 m fissure. 
The behaviour arising from magma injected through a d = 10 m fissure is best described by 
considering the cr* • 00 case (§5.3.3.3). 
5.3.3.3 Stratified host magma: cr* • 00 (figure 5.5, point C) 
If new magma is injected at point C on figure 5.5, the zero net density difference arises 
because the density differences due to thermal and compositional effects are
 equal, and hence 
Rp = 1. In such a strongly double-diffusive system, it is expected that the o
utflow will im-
mediately experience rapid vertical convection and spread laterally as a num
ber of intrusions 
at different heights (Turner 1978). As each of these layers are hotter and therefore composi-
tionally denser than the surrounding magma, diffusive interfaces will form
 at the top of the 
layers and double-diffusive fingers will develop at the base. The subseque
nt behaviour and 
evolution of the fountain and environment will then be controlled by the com
petition between 
the filling box process (which tends to homogenize the initially stratified environment) and
 
double-diffusive effects (which lead to the formation of layers in the environment). 
5.3.4 Effects of viscosity 
In the experimental and theoretical analysis of turbulent fountains present_ed i
n the previous 
chapters, it was assumed that the source and ambient fluids have the same visc
osity. The effects 
of differences in viscosity were investigated experimentally by Campbell
 & Turner (1985, 
1986a), who were particularly interested in understanding the behaviour of turbulent fountains
 
entering a more viscous magma chamber. 
When a parent magma with viscosity v 1 is injected into a chamber containing host magma 
with viscosity V2 (v2 » V1), entrainment is only possible if the turbulent energy is sufficient 
to distort the bounding interface between the two magmas. Campbell & Tur
ner (1985, 1986a) 
showed that the limiting conditions at which the viscosity of the host mag
ma inhibits such 
distortion are defined by wd = kv2 , where k is a constant (a value of k = 70 was determined
 
experimentally for axisymmetric fountains), w is the velocity of the injected magma at the 
source and d is the width of the source. In terms of the Reynolds numb
er of the upflow, 
Re= wd /v1 = kv2/v1. Hence, as v2/v1 increases, Re must also increase if mi
xing is to remain 
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possible. 
Campbell & Turner (1985, 1986a) showed that fountains entering a basaltic magma cham-
ber are unlikely to experience any reduction in mixing due to the small ratio
 of host to parent 
magma viscosities (v2/v 1 ~ 10). In contrast, if a basaltic magma is injected into a granitic 
chamber, the viscosity ratio may be as large as six orders of magnitude (v2/v 1 ~ 10
6 ). While 
the rapid injection of a dense basaltic magma remains turbulent, any mixing of host magma is 
completely inhibited. 
If any reduction in mixing occurs between a fountain and its stratified surr
oundings, the 
amount of lighter ambient fluid mixed into the fountain decreases, causing
 the final density 
of the downflow to increase towards the density of the injected fluid. In a stratified fluid, the 
downflow therefore falls further before reaching a height of neutral density, t
hus increasing cr~. 
At the extreme conditions under which mixing is completely inhibited, the d
ensity of the fluid 
in the fountain does not change at all, and the downflow always remains heav
ier than ( or equal 
to) the maximum ambient density. 
In their experiments, Campbell & Turner (1985, 1986a) noted that when mixing was inhib-
ited, little difference was observed in the fountain height. In contrast, it was s
hown in chapter 4 
that any reduction in the amount of mixing from the environment into the d
ownflow causes a 
decrease in the fountain height. 
5.3.S Geological interpretation and implications 
As mentioned in §5.3.2.2, the volume ratio of parent magma to that which has accumulated 
in the mixed layer can be important geologically. When the injected and ambient magmas have 
different compositions (for example, olivine-saturated and plagioclase-saturated magmas), this
 
mixing ratio is needed to determine the final composition, and hence the pro
perties, of magma 
in the mixed layer. The mixing ratios of around 40% found in our calculat
ions would result 
in a mixed magma which is significantly undersaturated in both olivine and
 plagioclase. This 
mixed magma would have erosive properties (Kerr 1994 ), leading to further evolution of the
 
chamber and surrounding rocks. In particular, the level at which this erosive
 magma contacts 
the chamber boundaries may be important. When basal spreading occurs ,
 the magma is in 
contact with the floor of the chamber, which could be eroded and assimila
ted back into the 
melt. If intermediate spreading occurs, the only contact between the erosiv
e magma and the 
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boundaries occurs on the sidewalls at the level of intrusion. 
In a number of large magma chambers, cyclic layering is observed (Wager & Brown 1968). 
This geological feature is identified by a number of cyclic units within which the composition 
of successive layers follows the fraction sequence. The key feature of cyclic layering is that the 
base of each cyclic unit marks an abrupt return to a more primitive composition. This layering 
is believed to be caused by phases of replenishment, as the injection of hot, primitive magma 
increases the temperature and returns the host magma to a previous stage in the fractionation 
sequence. Cyclic layering is therefore regarded as plausible evidence of the replenishment 
of a magma chamber by a fountain (Campbell & Turner 1989). In addition, cyclic layering 
is closely associated with rich deposits of platinum and chromium in two examples of large 
magma chambers - the Bushveld Complex in South Africa and the Stillwater Complex in the 
USA. An understanding of the effects of turbulent fountains on magma chambers may therefore 
also have economic implications. 
5.4 Conclusions 
I have introduced a number of examples of turbulent fountains, and applied the results of 
the current study to two specific cases. 
The dynamics of a turbulent fountain of air in a thermally stratified room were addressed by 
considering two examples: a small room which is cooled by the injection of cool air upwards 
through a vent in the floor, and a large aircraft hanger which is heated by the injection of warm 
air downwards through a number of vents in the ceiling. I applied the results from chapters 
2 and 3 to determine the time required to cool the air in the lower 2 m of a small room, and 
to calculate the room temperature at this time. The example of injecting hot air down into a 
cold aircraft hanger through a series of vents showed the relationship between the final ambient 
temperature and the time taken to reach this temperature. 
Finally, I have illustrated the dynamics of a turbulent line fountain which results from the 
rapid injection of a dense magma into a pre-existing magma chamber. Using results from 
chapters 2 and 3, I have calculated the timescales required to homogenize an initially strati-
fied magma chamber under a range of conditions which vary depending on the stage of the 
fractionation sequence. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
"Knowledge is an unending adventure at the edge of uncertainty." 
Jacob Bronowski (1908 - 1974) 
Polish Mathematician and Philosopher of Science 
In this chapter, I summarize the major results and conclusions of this investigation. 
Finally, I outline some related problems which represent a challenge for the future. 
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6.1 Summary of results 
In this thesis, I have presented the results of an experimental and theoretical
 study of the 
dynamics of turbulent fountains in homogeneous and stratified environments.
 
A study of the behaviour of turbulent fountains in an unbounded stratified env
ironment was 
reported in chapter 2. Extensive experiments indicated that the behaviour of bo
th axisymmetric 
and line fountains falls into one of two regimes, identified by basal or interm
ediate spreading. 
The initial, final and spreading heights were measured as a function of the d
imensionless pa-
rameter, CT, and expressions were developed for the heights in the limits of C
T= 0 and CT--+ 00 • 
The critical value of CT that marks the transition between basal and intermedia
te spreading was 
determined for axisymmetric and line fountains. 
The effects of confining bou.ndaries on the flow were explored in chapter 3.
 Expressions 
were derived to quantify the motion of the ascending and descending fronts a
s well as the rise 
of the fountain height as the initially stratified environment becomes homog
eneously mixed. 
In addition, a simple numerical scheme was outlined to quantify the change
s to the ambient 
density stratification. 
In chapter 4, I developed theoretical models of axisymmetric and line founta
ins were de-
veloped in which sets of entrainment equations were used to quantify the 
turbulent mixing 
between the upflow, the downflow and the environment. These equations we
re integrated nu-
merically, and it was found that the calculated fountain properties in a stratifie
d fluid compared 
well with experimental data. 
Finally, in chapter 5, the results of this study were used to quantify the beha
viour of ax-
isymmetric fountains of air in buildings, and line fountains of magma in mag
ma chambers. 
6.2 Further work 
The understanding of turbulent fountains represents a continuing challenge
 - even after 
this extensive study, there remain a number of further problems which coul
d be explored in 
more detail. 
Inclined turbulent fountains: In many applications, turbulent fountains are
 inclined at some 
angle to the vertical when they enter the environment. In their study of founta
ins in a homoge-
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neous fluid, Baines et al. (1990) presented experimental measurements of the height reach
ed 
by a fountain inclined at 7°to the vertical. These preliminary results indica
ted that an inclined 
fountain penetrates further into the environment than a vertical fountain
, and consequently 
mixes more extensively with the environment. An experimental study of fo
untains in a homo-
geneous fluid, in which the angle of inclination is varied, will identify the a
ngle that optimizes 
the mixing between the fountain and the environment (some preliminary experiments have a
l-
ready been performed by myself, M. Cooper and R. Kerr). Once the optimum mixing ang
le 
has been found in a homogeneous fluid, a similar investigation could pro
ceed in a stratified 
fluid as cr • 00 • If the optimum mixing angle found under these conditions 
differs from that 
determined in a homogeneous fluid, then further investigation would be n
eeded to determine 
the dependence of the angle on the parameter CJ. This knowledge of the o
ptimum mixing an-
gle is of practical importance ill' engineering applications such as building
 ventilation, as the 
increased mixing is obtained at no extra cost. 
A similar study of inclined line fountains may reveal additional interes
ting properties. 
While vertical line fountains were observed to fluctuate between a symm
etric and an asym-
metric profile, inclined line fountains are forced into an asymmetric profi
le. By varying the 
angle of inclination, more insight may be gained into why the profile fluc
tuates, and why the 
fountain height decreases when the profile is asymmetric (as opposed to the expected increa
se 
due to the reduction in the interaction between the upflow and downflow). 
Line fountains with different geometries: In order to investigate the ca
use of the fluctua-
tions in line fountains, experimental measurements could be made of a line
 fountain produced 
from a source that is no longer placed centrally along the length of the t
ank. This imposed 
asymmetry would cause the spreading layer to increase in thickness faster
 on one side of the 
fountain. The effect of the asymmetric ambient density profile on the fount
ain dynamics could 
then be examined experimentally. 
Experiments could also be performed in a larger tank in which the sourc
e no longer ex-
tends across the entire tank width. These experiments would verify whet
her the presence of 
a crossflow in the environment is responsible for the decrease in the founta
in height when the 
profile becomes asymmetric. In addition, these experiments could give 
greater insight into 
whether the stability of the fountain profile is affected when the ambient flu
id on either side of 
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the fountain is isolated from the other side. 
Double-diffusive fountains: In my discussion of fountains in magma chambers,
 I briefly 
outlined the expected behaviour of double-diffusive fountains in a stratified fluid. 
However, 
there is scope for a detailed experimental study of double-diffusive fountains in both
 homoge-
neous and stratified environments. Some experiments were performed in a homogene
ous fluid 
(Turner & Campbell 1986; Campbell & Turner 1986b; Campbell & Turner 1989), although the 
results were mainly qualitative. A quantitative exploration of double-diffusive fount
ains may 
lead to greater insight into the formation of mineral deposits in magma chambers. 
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